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ABSTRACT
Evaluating the Airline Selection Behavior of U S. Domestic Travelers:
An Empirical Study
by
Zhuo Wang
Dr. Audrey C. McCool, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Food and Beverage Management 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The U.S. airline industry encountered unmet loss as a result of terrorist attacks and 
slacking domestic economy combined with Eerce competition. The industry is exploring 
ways to reduce cost and generate revenue. However, it is important to better understand 
the selection behavior of their customers.
This study ranked 32 airline selection attributes based on importance and the 
percentage of respondents considering the attributes when selecting an airline. This study 
explored signiEcant relaüonships between the attributes rating and the groups segmented 
on the basis of demogr^hical infbrmaEon and such traveling acEviEes as E-equency of 
travel. The author also aEempted to discover the Eavelers' food purchasing behavior. In 
the end, this study produced eight factors that comprised the entire decision process of 
airline selecEon, i.e. entertainment, efBciency, staff service, dining, seating, E-equent 
Eyer programs, scheduling and pnce. The Endings provide useful imphcaEons for airhne 
marketers and identify areas for future research.
in
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement
The United States of America (U.S.) possesses the largest, most extensive aviadon 
system in the world, and its civil aviation's impact in 2 0 0 0  amounted to about nine 
percent o f the U.S. Gross DomesEc Product (DRIW EFA, Inc., 2002). In the year 2000, 
North America was responsible R)r approximately 45% of all worldwide passenger 
trafBc, with 14 airports located in the U.S. ranking among the world's 20 busiest airports 
(ACI North Amenca, 2004).
However, due to the September 11*̂  terrorist attacks and their aftermath, worsened by 
the slacking domesEc economy, the U.S. airline industry is in deep Enancial trouble. By 
the Erst quarter of 2003, passenger trafSc domesEcally has fallen nine per cent since 
2000 (War and the future..., 2003). The industry's net loss went above ten bilhon dollars 
in 2002, and the loss is expected to be cut in half in 2003 (A ir Transport AssociaEon, 
2003). The A ir Transport AssociaEon (ATA) forecasts that the 2001-2003 total loss w ill 
wipe out all 1995-2000 proEts (ATA, 2003). DomesEc travel is not expected to return to 
pre-September 11 level until 2006, according to the Federal AviaEon AdministraEon 
(FAA) (War and the future..., 2003).
To go through this difScult time, the industry needs to tackle two obvious tasks: cost- 
cutEng and revenue-generating. An airline's knowledge of its customers and its ability to
1
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devise marketing campaigns to suit the preferences of those customer segments become 
of paramount importance in attracting the passengers to the cabin (Tunstall, 1991). In the 
development of new services and the uElizaEon of new equipment, consumer driven 
input should be uElized (Kaynak, Kucukemiroglu and Kara, 1994). To achieve a 
competiEve advantage, some airlines are offering better ground and in-flight service, or 
more leg-room. Some are investing in in-flight entertainment systems. However, these 
measures are not industry norms, and may not be apphcable to all airlines. Thus the 
airlines need to study their own customer base and End out if  their offerings suit their 
customers' needs and wants.
The purpose of this study is to explore the scheduled-service airline selecEon 
behavior of domesEc travelers. An invesEgaEon w ill be conducted to determine the 
importance of mulEple selecEon factors when airline travelers make an airline selecEon 
decision. It w ill attempt to determine if  there are any relaEonships between traveler 
demogrq)hics and their pnontized selecEon factors and/or combinaEon of factors.
Statement of Sub-Problems
1) Thirty-two attributes that affect travelers' selecEon of an airline were identiEed.
2) The various market segments within the domesEc traveler populaEon were identiEed 
and deEned, based on the demogr^hics of the sample, such as age, gender, 
household income, Eequency of travel and trip purpose.
3) Each demographical segment was studied in order to End any possible relaEonships 
between demographics/traveling paEems and airhne selecEon behavior/onboard food 
purchasing behavior.
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4) Searching for structure among 32 attributes was conducted and dimensions were
idenEEed.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses tested to idenEfy the needs of U.S. domesEc airline travelers are:
Hypothesis 1 : The important selecEon attnbutes w ill vary across the different length 
of flight groups.
Hoi: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attributes are the same 
between the "under two hours" and "more than two hours" length groiqrs.
Hai: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attributes are different 
between the "under two hours" and "more than two hours" length groups.
Hypothesis 2: The important selecEon attnbutes wiU vary across the diSerent trip 
purpose groups.
H02: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attributes are the same 
among the business, leisure/vacaEon and "visiting Eiends & relaEves" groups.
Ha2: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attnbutes are different 
among the business, leisure/vacaEon and "visiting Eiends & relaEves" groups.
Hypothesis 3: The important selecEon attnbutes wül vary across the different age 
groiqzs.
H03: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attnbutes are the same 
among the age groups.
Hag: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attributes are different 
among the age groups.
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Hypothesis 4: The important selection attributes w ill vary across the different 
household income groups.
H04: The population means of importance of airline selecEon attnbutes are the same 
among the household income groups.
Ha4: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attnbutes are different 
among the household income groups.
Hypothesis 5: The important selecEon attnbutes wiU vary across the different "whom 
did you travel with" groups.
H05: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attnbutes are the same 
among the different "whom did you travel with" groups.
Hag: The populaEon means of importance of airline selecEon attnbutes are difkrent 
among the different "whom did you travel with" groups.
Hypothesis 6 : The important selecEon attributes w ill vary across the different 
Eequency of travel groups.
Hog: The populaEon means of importance of airhne selecEon attnbutes are the same 
among the different Eequency of travel groiqzs.
Hag: The populaEon means of importance of aEhne selecEon attnbutes are different 
among the different Eequency of travel groups.
Hypothesis 7: The important selecEon attributes w ill vary between the two genders.
H07: The populaEon means of importance of aEhne selecEon attributes are the same 
between the two genders.
Ha?: The populaEon means of importance of aEhne selecEon attributes are different 
between the two genders.
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Hypothesis 8 : The likelihood of buying &od onboard w ill vary across the different 
household income groups.
Hog: The likelihood of buying food onboard is the same among the household income 
groups.
Hag: The likelihood of buying food onboard is different among the household income 
groups.
Hypothesis 9: The likelihood of buying food onboard w ill vary across the different 
trip purpose groups.
Hog: The likelihood of buying food onboard is the same among trip purpose groips.
Hag: The likelihood of buying food onboard is different among the trip purpose 
groups.
Hypothesis 10: The likelihood of buying food onboard w ill vary across the 
companion of travel groups.
Hoio: The likelihood of buying food onboard is the same among the companion of 
travel groups.
Haio: The likelihood of buying food onboard is different among the companion of 
travel groups.
Hypothesis 11 : The likehhood ofbuying food onboard w ill vary across the Eequency 
of travel groups.
H oil: The likelihood ofbuying food onboard is the same among the Eequency of 
travel groips.
Hal]: The likelihood ofbuying food onboard is different among the Eequency of 
travel groups.
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There is very liEle academic literature concerning the airline selecEon behavior of 
domesEc travelers. Although the author suspects that the U.S. domesEc airlines have such 
propnetary literature, such literature is not reviewed in this p^er because either it may 
not be accessible due to conEdenEality reasons, or such research is not carried out under 
stringent academic requirements.
This study is signiEcant because of the short-haul problem of the domesEc air routes, 
when capacity is underutilized. DomesEc air routes are generally shorter than 
intemaEonal ones. Thus they involve higher unit costs due to then shorter stage lengths, 
and the demand for domesEc flight is highly elasEc compared with intemaEonal flights 
(O'Connor, 2001). Short-haul travel has gone down disproporEonately since 2001, with 
adverse impact most pronounced for tnps shorter than 500 miles (A ir Transport 
AssociaEon, 2003). Meanwhile, the past two years witnessed increasing numbers of 
passengers traveling by car. In Eme of economic recession, the domesEc part of the 
airline industry deserves more serious attenEon.
The service of one airline is hard to differenEate Eom another; thus, the airlines end 
up offering very similar or homogeneous products (Doganis, 1991; O'Connor, 2001). 
ProducEon differenEaEon occurs when consumers perceive that a product differs Eom its 
compeEEon on any physical or nonphysical charactensEc, including pnce (Dickson &  
Ginter, 1987). As a result of deregulaEon, the airlines had to make major adjustments to 
the way they did business (Gourdin, 1988). For the Erst Eme, the airlines had to market 
their product uElizing service, as well as pnce, to attract customers while attempting to 
diflerenEate themselves Eom other carriers, states Gourdin. This study wiU beneEt the
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airlines by enabling them to understand the needs and wants of passengers; thus enabling 
them to beEer differentiate their essenEally homogeneous product.
The signiEcance of this study also lies in the importance of marketing for the airline 
industry at a Erne when travel spending is most conEoEed. The War in Eaq, followed by 
the doubling of the pnce of jet fuel, has brought the airline industry into an even more 
serious Enancial situaEon. The ATA predicted that the War and the threat of terrorism 
could deepen the industry's loss to $10.7 bilEon in 2003 (The Economist, 2003). 
Therefore the airlines need to better understand the needs and wants of their customers to 
Eght this adverse environment. Integrating the voice of the customer into service 
management and marketing is an important concern in the hospitahty industry (Verma 
and Thompson, 1996). In this way, the airlines can offer then customers a taEored 
product or service and make their marketing acEviEes more effecEve.
DelimitaEon of the study
The scope of this study is delimited by: (1) conEning the research to U.S. domesEc 
scheduled-service airlines. Charter services and general aviaEon are not covered in this 
study; (2) conEning the research to the attributes that the travelers considered when they 
chose an airline to Ey for their most recent trip; and (3) conEning respondents to those 
who had more than one airline to choose Eom.
DeEniEons
Demographic segmentaEon -  consists of dividing the market into groiqzs on the basis 
of demographic variables such as age, gender, family size, famEy life cycle, income, 
occupaEon, educaEon, rehgion, race and naEonality (KoEer, 1994, p. 272). Demographic 
variables are the most popular bases for distinguishing customer groups (KoEer).
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DeregulaEon -  enacted by the Airline DeregulaEon Act of 1978, where the UnEed 
States gradually liheralized polity toward the enEy of airlines into new markets and their 
exit Eom markets that were no longer proEtable. Airlines were also granted broader 
laEtudes with respect to rates (O'Connor, 2001, p.3).
Denved demand -  The demand 6 )r a factor o f producEon where the demand for the 
factor is derived indirectly Eom the demand for the Enished product to which the factor 
has contributed in producEon (Bannock, Baxter &  Davis, 1998, p. 103).
Direct operating costs -  including all those costs which are associated with and 
dependant upon the type of aircraA being operated and which would change if  the aircraA 
type was changed. Such costs include all Eying expenses (such as flight crew salaries, 
fuel and oil), all maintenance and overhaul costs and all aircraA depreciaEon costs. 
(Doganis, 1991,p.l09).
hi-direct operating costs — costs which remain unaEected by a change of aircraA type 
because they are not directly dependent upon aircraA operaEons. They include areas of 
expenditure which are passenger related rather aircraA related, such as passenger service 
costs, costs of EckeEng and sales, and staEon and ground costs (Doganis, 1991, p. 109).
hi-flight ameniEes -  AmeniEes offered in-flight by an airline. AmeniEes would 
normally include such offerings as food and beverage services, personal entertainment 
system, magazines and newspapers, email and the Internet connecEon, sky-mall sales 
service, seat pitch and seat comfort, and personal care during a Eight. In-Eight ameniEes 
can be tangible or intangible, can be Eee or paid.
Intermediate good -  A good used in the producEon of another, e.g. steel used in 
electncal goods industries (Rutherford, 1992, p. 231).
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Market segmentaEon -  The process used in marketing to divide people into groups 
which share common charactensEcs (Mornson, A. M ., 1989). In the airline industry the 
market is primarily divided into these homogeneous groups based on the travelers' tnp 
purpose and flight sector length.
Operating costs -  includes both direct operating costs and indirect operating costs. 
See deEniEon of the two types o f costs.
Seat-mile cost -  meaning the cost of a seat carried for a mile. It represents to 
management the total cost of a unit of output in passenger service (O'Connor, 2001, p.3).
Seat pitch -  The distance between the back of one seat and the same point on the seat 
in Eont, and is a measure of the leg room available. It is an important measurement of 
the seating comfort that an airline offers. It is also signiEcant in its impact on airline unit 
cost (Shaw, 1988, p. 130; Dogains, 1991, p.l62; Doganis, 2002, p. 241).
Sector length -  Refers to the distance between a take-oE and the subsequent landing 
of an airplane. Sector length is also called stage length/distance.
Servicescape -  the physical surroundings, including atmosphencs, or physical design 
and décor elements, in which a service product is being consumed (Bitner, 1992).
Short-haul problem -  the problem that seat-mile costs are signiEcant in short-haul 
flights, due to higher cost per seat-mile and highly elasEc demand. The high elasEcity 
occurs because altemaEve modes of transportaEon, notably the pnvate automobile, are 
relaEvely attracEve over shorter distances. The higher unit cost is because there are far 
fewer miles over which to spread relaEvely Exed costs, such as landing fees and 
passenger service costs. Such costs are about the same on short-haul fhghts as on long- 
haul flights. (O'Connor, 2001, p. 75)
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Stage length -  see sector length.
Unit cost -  cost per seat-mile, is one o f the rahos that are of criEcal importance to 
management. It means a seat carried for a mile, and it is a measure of the physical output 
of the airline. The cost per seat-mile represents to management the total cost of a unit of 
output in passenger service. Change of seat pitch is a very important strategic decision of 
each airline since unit cost increases as seat pitch widens on an aircraft. (O'Connor, 
2001, p. 74).
10
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW  
The Field Theory and Other Theories 
The Field Theory
A complex decision making problem such as carrier selecEon involves simultaneous 
consideraEon of various factors (Bagchi, 1989). Hanna andDrea (1998) argue that 
"models that aEempt to analyze why consumers choose one transportaEon model over 
another need to consider combinaEons of these factors in a holisEc approach" (p. 38). In 
their arEcle published in 1998, they considered Eeld theory as the basis for understanding 
a travel decision.
Lewin (1951) descnbed Eeld theory as a method of analyzing causal relaEons and of 
huilding scienEEc constructs. According to Lewin, all behavior, including acEon, 
thinking, wishing, striving, valuing, achieving, etc. is conceived of as a change of some 
state of a Eeld in a given unit of time. In heating with individual psychology, the Eeld 
with which the scienEst must deal with is the "life space" of the individual, which 
consists of the person and the psychological environment as it exists for him or her. The 
life space is deEned so that at any given time it includes all facts that have existence and 
excludes those that do not have existence for the individual. Lewin indicates that there is 
a boundary zone of events and processes which are ordinarily thought of as physical, 
economic, poliEcal, etc, which, nonetheless, do have direct effects upon individual
11
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behavior. Such events and processes must be included within the life space of the 
individual. Lewin also points out that forces within the life space also demonstrate 
interdependent nature.
On the whole, Eeld theory can provide a useful basis for understanding consumer 
travel decisions (Hanna & Drea, 1998). According to Hanna and Drea, when interpreted 
broadly, Eeld theory suggests that consumer travel decisions are best understood by 
examining the consumer's Eeld as a whole. They suggest that the Eeld include not only 
the percqrEons of the in-transit expenence aboard a given earner, but also a number of 
other interdependent elements. They list "convenience of getting to the staEon", as well 
as "ease of getting to the Enal destinaEon" as examples of such interdependent elements. 
Hanna and Drea argue that these elements are hkely interdependent within the life space 
of the individual and cannot be interpreted accurately in isolaEon Eom each other. The 
entire review of hterature indicated that the factors affecting domesEc airline travelers' 
selecEon of an airline are inadequately studied. Most of the research has focused on only 
one or two factors, such as FFP or on time performance, or reliability. Thus this 
researcher believes that the scope needs to be expanded to include more elements.
The Physical Evidence and Servicescape Theory
Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) descnbe physical evidence as "the enviromnent in which 
the service is delivered and where the Erm and customer interact, and any tangible 
components that facihtate performance or commurEcaEon of the service" (p. 25). They 
deEne the first part of this deEniEon, which encompasses the actual physical facility 
where the service is performed or delivered, as serwcarcqpg.
12
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According to Zeithaml and Bitner, an airline's physical evidence would include both 
the servicescape and other tangibles. The former includes airline gate area, airplane 
exterior, and airplane interior (décor, seats, air quality). Other tangibles would include 
Eckets, food, uniforms, and the airline's website. Zeithaml and Bitner descnbe airlines as 
elaborate environments in terms of complexity of the servicescape, where a AEl range of 
marketing and orgaruzaEonal objecEves theoreEcally can be ^iproached through carefid 
management of the servicescape.
Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) descnbe the roles of servicescape and physical evidence 
as a package, a facihtator, a socializer and a diSerenEator. The packaging role refers to 
an external image of what is inside to consumers, which can evoke a parEcular sensory or 
emoEonal reacEon. Servicescape and physical evidence serve as facilitators in that how 
the setting is designed can enhance or inhibit the efBcient Eow of acEviEes in the service 
setting. Servicescape and physical evidence are also designed to aid in the sociahzaEon 
of both employees and customers in the sense that it helps to convey expected roles, 
behaviors, and relaEonships. LasEy the design of the physical facility can diEerenEate a 
Erm Eom its compeEtors and signal the market segment the service is intended for.
Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) argue that the servicesc^e can aEect the approach and 
avoidance behaviors of customers as weE as then social interacEons. WakeEeld and 
BlodgeE (1994) found similar results in then research which indicated that when the 
subjects perceived the servicescgqie to be of higher quality, they were more saEsEed with 
the servicescape, and were therefore more inclined to re-patroiEze. They recommend 
that careful attention be given to every aspect of the servicescape to ensure that customers
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are saEsEed, not only with the primary service, but also with the enEre leisure service 
experience.
Marketing AestheEcs
Value is provided only by saEsfying the needs of the customers, according to SchmiE 
and Simonson (1997). They stated in their book that Erms can provide value by 
saEsfying customers' expenenEal, aestheEc needs, in a world in which consumers have 
their basic needs saEsEed. The authors deEned "marketing aestheEcs" as the marketing 
of sensory expenences in corporate or brand output that contributes to the organizaEon's 
or brand's idenEty. Marketing aestheEcs refers to a broad sense of a "total sensory 
expenence" -  to see, hear, taste, smell and feel.
SchmiE and Simonson (1997) studied marketing aestheEcs in three disparate areas: 
the form (instead of funcEon) of product design, the penpheral (instead of cenEal) 
message of communicaEons, and the symbolism (instead of structure) of spaEal design. 
Hence, the authors examined marketing aestheEcs Ejom the perspectives of packaging of 
the product and the message and the nonfimcEonal expenenEal aspects of the space.
According to SchmiE and Simonson (1997), marketing aestheEcs centers around an 
organizaEon's idenEty management, which consists of both styles and themes. Styles 
and themes together produce a coherent overall impression and image of an organizaEon. 
They declared Eiat overall customer impressions are the ultimate test of the quality of the 
idenEty management process. They argued that aestheEcs provide tangible value for the 
organizaEons. AestheEcs create loyalty, allow for prenEum pncing, cut through 
infbrmaEon cluEer (so that products are more easily recognized), afford protecEon E"om 
compeEEve attacks, and save costs and increase producEvity. The authors declared that
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organizaEons appeal to cnstomos through a variety of sensory expenences and thereby 
beneSt both the customers and the organizaEons through customer saEsfacEon and 
loyalty. They argue that such opportuniEes in marketing aestheEcs are not limited to 
luxury products for high-end segments. On the contrary, they beheve that any 
organizaEon in any industry can beneEt Eom using aestheEcs.
SchmiE and Simonson's theory can beneEt the study of airline passengers' selecEon 
decisions in that the aestheEcs can create loyalty and repeat business. Here their theory 
coincides with the servicescape theory, though the laEer examines only physical 
evidence.
CharactensEcs of the Airline Product 
"As far as passenger services are concerned, there are several contrasting aspects to 
the airline product" (Doganis 1991, p. 21). SpeciEcally, O'Connor (2001) stated that the 
airlines must live with certain special economic characterisEcs, namely, an 
undiEerenEated product, a highly perishable product, ease of entry, and a tendency to 
monopoly or oligopoly.
An UndifferenEated Product 
O'Cormor (2001) stated that the service of one airline is rather hard to diEerenEate 
Eom another. He explains that modem aircraA are very much ahke, at least within any 
given size range, and that the speed, comfort, and safety aspects of a journey are likely to 
be much the same, whichever airline a passenger selects.
Putting together an aircraft, a flight crew, fuel, and a landing strip at each end of 
flight as a producEon funcEon, one Ends that there is litüe difference between one airline 
and another. Generally, management has broad discreEon over service aboard its flight -
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meals, drinks, movies, and so on -  limited only by competiEve pressures (O'Connor, 
2001). However, even when airlines try to diflerenEate their products, compeEEve and 
economic forces and the fact that they are Eying similar or idenEcal aircraA have meant 
that they often end up offering very similar products (Doganis, 1991). He describes this 
"undifferentiated" charactensEc as the "homogeneous" nature of the airline product. He 
clearly explains the consequence of this homogeneous nature as follows:
In compeEEve markets, it pushes airlines into making cosEy efforts to try to 
differenEate their product Eom that of then compeEtors. They do this by being 
first to introduce new aircraA types, by increasing their Eequency of service, by 
spending more on in-flight catering and by adverEsing. Moreover, much of the 
adverEsing is aimed at trying to convince passengers or Eeight agents that the 
product they offer can be differenEated Eom that of then compeEtors because of 
the Eiendhness of the hostesses or the culinary experEse of then chefs. (p.21) 
Doganis (1991) further states that homogeneity makes the emergence of new 
anlines or the incursion of new anhnes on existing routes relaEvely easy. This ease of 
entry is why anline markets tend to be characterized by considerable compeEEon 
between existing airlines and new entrants.
A Highly Penshable Product 
Like other service products, a highly penshable anline product means that an unElled 
seat on a flight is immediately penshable -  that is, it can not be stored in inventory for 
future sale in the way manufactured good can be stored (O'Connor, 2001). "As with 
motel rooms and theater seats, empEes are a dead loss" (O'Connor, 2001, p. 6).
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Similarly, Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) also state that in contrast to goods, service 
products like airline seats cannot be returned and resold if  the consumer is unh^py.
A primary issue that marketers face in relaEon to service perishabihty is the inability 
to inventory. Zeithaml and Bitner (2003, p. 22) note that demand forecasting and creaEve 
planning for capacity uElizaEon are therefore important decision areas. They also point 
out that the fact that services cannot typically be returned or resold implies a need for 
strong service recovery strategies when things do go wrong.
An Intermediate Good 
Air transportaEon is what economists sometimes call an intermediate good (the 
demand 6 )r it is a derived demand), in the sense that most people use air transportaEon as 
a means to achieve some other purpose (O'Cormor, 2001). SinElarly, Doganis (1991) 
states that the air journey is seen not as an end itself̂  but as part of a business tnp or of a 
two-week holiday. He later points out that the demand for air services is a denved 
demand in that it is dependent upon the demand for these other acEviEes, such as 
business trips or two-week holidays. "Very few people Ey merely for the sake of flying" 
(O'Connor, 2001, p. 103), so it is necessary to go into all the various reasons that make a 
desEnaEon city attracEve. This nught be one of the reasons why the airlines' 
product/service is undiEerenEated. People just want to "get there", i.e. attain the end 
product or the purpose of the tnp.
Market SegmentaEon and Demand 
Market SegmentaEon 
The Erst step in airline marketing is to identic markets and market segments that can 
be served proEtably. Market research methods are applied to gain an understanding of
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the needs of different market segments and the degree to which such needs are not 
currently being satisSed (Doganis, 1991). Because the demand for air transportation is a 
derived demand, passengers can be divided into categories by looking at the purpose of 
their trip (O'Connor, 2001; Shaw, 1988). Experts point out that the passengers may be 
classified as business travelers, tourist travelers, those travelers visiting relatives and 
6 iends (VFR's), and a "miscellaneous" or "other" category, which includes someone 
traveling to a new job or to attend college, etc. (Doganis, 1991; O'Coimor, 2001). Travel 
motivation has an impact on both the frequency of travel and the duration of the trip. 
According to Doganis, (1991), business travelers fly more frequently and take short trips. 
Another implication f"om Doganis (1991, p. 206) is that "as journey distance increases so 
does the duration of the trip, whatever its purpose".
Doganis (1991) points out that the above traditional segmentation method has some 
shortcomings. Because too much emphasis is placed on the demographic and 
socioeconomic features of the passenger, it does not consider multipurpose trips, and it 
oversimplifes the motivational factors in travel decisions. He argues that market 
segmentation should be based on a more complex division related partly to journey 
purpose but partly also to passenger needs. Instead of the traditional segmentation 
methods, he recommends that the business segment be further divided into routine 
business and emergency business, and that the holiday/leisure segment be split into an 
inclusive tour segment, a multi-destination touring segment and a weekender segment 
He argues that this sophisticated approach can help with the planning of specif c price 
and product combinafons to attract each segment, or at least those segments to which an 
airline wishes to cater. Based on the above hterature, the author developed Hypothesis 2
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for this study: the important selection attributes wiU vary across the different trip purpose 
groups. Since a traveler has different companions of travel due to different trip purpose, 
the author developed Hypothesis 5 for this study: the important selection attributes w ill 
vary across the different "whom did you travel with" groups.
Shaw (1988) proposes a segmentation by length of journey. He claims that "the 
short-haul traveler w ill often have different product needs compared with the long-haul 
passengers, in such aspects of flight fequency, flight timings and in-flight service"
(1988, p. 24). However, Shaw puts segmentation by length of journey second to 
segmentation by trip purpose. Based on Shaw's research, the author developed 
Hypothesis 1 for this study: the important selection attributes w ill vary across the 
different length of flight groups.
Supply vs. Demand
Doganis (1991) states that supply and demand affect each other. "Aircraft types and 
speed, departure and arrival times, frequency of service, air fares, in-flight service, the 
quahty of ground handling and other features of supply wiU influence demand far an 
airline's services" (Doganis, 1991, p. 202). Subsequently, he lists the demand factors that 
may affect supply, including density of passenger demand, seasonality, the purpose of 
travel, the distance to be traveled, etc. He notes that in a competitive and unregulated 
market, marketing is concerned with a dynamic, interactive and ever-continuing process 
of matching supply and demand.
Elasticity of Demand
O'Connor (2001) introduces two types of elasticity of demand, price elasticity of 
demand and income elasticity of demand. He believes that income elasticity is more
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important to the tourist market. He explains that when real income rises, people w ill 
spend proportionally more on luxuries or semiluxuries, such as on traveling. Doganis 
(1991) points out that generally, the higher the personal disposable income of the 
population in a country, the greater is the proportion of holiday trips (versus trips of other 
purposes) made by air travel in that country.
O'Coimor (2001) points out that airlines are particularly vulnerable to economic 
recessions. "Income elasticity of demand for business travel is less important than that for 
tourist travel, but when a corporation's profts are down, it may take a closer look at its 
expenditures for the travel of its executives" (O'Connor, 2001, p. 104). Doganis (1991) 
states that it is possible to establish income elasticities for business travel, but such 
elasticities are based on changes in national rather than in per c^ita income. According 
to Doganis, the income elasticities of short-haul leisure and short-haul business travel are 
2.3 and 1.6 respectively, based on data of the British Airport Authority in 1978. Based 
on the above literature, the author developed Hypothesis 4 for this study: the important 
selection attributes w ill vary across the different household income groups.
As for price elasticity of demand, a similar distinction between business and tourist 
travel exists: both have some price elasticity, but that of the tourists is far greater, 
according to O'Coimor (2001). He explains that, if  air fares rise, some fums wiU tighten 
their travel budgets, but the airlines have 6)und that the tourist market is far more price- 
elastic. Doganis (1991, p. 224) agrees with this perspective, and he later points out that 
the non-business travel tends to have price elasticity greater than -1.0, and business travel 
less than-1.0.
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Historical Overview of Airline Selection Studies 
Studies by Kaynak, Kucukemiroglu and Kara
Kaynak, Kucukemiroglu and Kara (1994) conducted a survey about die foreign travel 
of American travelers. The respondents were asked about the main reasons for their 
selection o f the top three airlines of their preference. The researchers found that 
"reliability of the airline", '*past satisfactory experience with the airline" and "low price 
of the ticket" were the three most important reasons for selecting the top three airlines for 
fireign travel. Such factors as Sequent flyer program (FTP) membership and in-flight 
entertainment were rated as the two least important out of 14 selection factors by the 
respondents.
When these researchers went further to examine the factors affecting airline selection 
in terms of gender, statistically signiGcant differences were obtained between males and 
females. The males considered airline reliability as the most important evaluative 
criteria, but the females paid more attention to most convenient schedule and the quickest 
route or direct flight. The females also paid signiGcantly more attention to airport ticket 
counter service, accurate flight status information, convenient flight connections, Aequent 
flights and good connections to major cities, whereas their male counterparts paid 
significantly more attention to the availability of Gee alcoholic beverages on board.
Based on this research, the author developed Hypothesis 7 for this study: the important 
selection attributes w ill vary between the two genders.
Kaynak et al conducted correspondence analysis and found that the main reasons for 
selection of an airline for those persons who have traveled Gequently (three time or more 
a year) are service quality, on-time, Gequent Gyer program and reliability. They found
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that price, safety, and baggage handling were the main reasons for selection for those 
persons who have Gown less than three times. Based on this information, the author 
developed Hypothesis 6 for this study: the important selection attributes wiG vary across 
the diGerent Gequency of travel groups.
They also found a relationship between travelers' age and the importance of selection 
factors. Respondents younger than age 20 indicated that in-flight entertainment, cabin 
service, quahty of food, alcoholic beverages and Gequent Gyer programs were important 
while those older than age 31 indicated convenient connections, frequent G i^ts, 
connecGons to major cities, and reservahon ease were important Those between 20 and 
30 years o f age indicated that on-time Gights, baggage handling, and compeGGve fares 
were important. Based on this research, the author developed Hypothesis 3 for this study: 
The important selecGon attnbutes w ill vary across the different age groups.
Airline Quahty Studies
The Airline Quahty Rating (AQR) was Grst developed in early 1991 by Bowen and 
Headley (2003). AQR is a weighted average of Gfteen elements, which aims at 
comparing airline quahty on combined performance cntena. US Airways, Alaska 
Airlines and Southwest Airlines received the highest quahty ratings in the Year 2002 
AQR study. According to Bowen & Headley (2003), elements considered for inclusion in 
the rating scale were screened to meet two basic cntena: Grst an element must be 
obtainable Gom pubhshed data sources for each airline; and second an element must have 
relevance to consumer concerns regarding airline quahty. The Gfteen factors that Bowen 
and Headley used in the AQR 2003 report are on-time arnval, mishandled baggage, 
involuntary denied boarding, and twelve customer complaint areas, namely Gight
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problems, over-sales, reservaGons/ GckeGng/ boarding, fares, refunds, baggage, customer 
service, disability, adverGsing, discriminaGon, animals and other general problems. 
According to Bowen & Headley, all the elements are repoGed in the A ir Travel 
Consumer RepoG, maintained by the U.S. Department of TranspoGaGon (DOT). They 
claim that the final result is a rating for individual airlines with interval scale properGes 
that is comparable across airlines and across Gme. Over the years, the AQR has often 
been cited as an industry standard for comparing airline performance (Bowen & Headley, 
2003).
Their research in airline quality ratings provides some guidance for future airline 
quality and airhne selecGon studies. First, a list o f factors is provided. They include on- 
Gme arnval, denied boarding, and mishandled baggage, as weG as complaints in twelve 
other areas, as important factors to consider when evaluating airline quality. Second, they 
discriminate the above factors by assigning different weights. The found on-Gme (+8.63) 
was the most important, followed by denied boarding (-8.03) and mishandled baggage (- 
7.92). The combinaGon of the twelve complaint areas was assigned an aggregate weight 
of -7.17. The AQR study is objecGve in that it uses timely and objecGve data, while the 
majonty of quahty ratings rely on subjecGve surveys of consumer opinion that are 
inGequenGy done (Bowen & Headley, 2003). They argue that the subjecGve approach 
yields a quality rating that is essenGaGy non-comparable Gom survey to survey. They 
also point out that the timeliness of survey-based results can be a problem in the fast- 
paced airline industry.
However, the AQR method rehes only on pubhshed and pubhcly available data, 
which may not include some cnGcal quahty cntena that are important to the consumers.
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For example, to represent a wide range of areas, such as cancellations, delays, over-sales, 
etc, it adopts an indirect method by using complaints that the DOT receives Gom the 
consumers. However, this calculaGon is subject to the consumers' complicated 
complaining behavior. An aGhne with a substanGal amount of minor service failures 
may be missed; thus it might be overrated in AQR since the consumers may have inertia 
and would not voice then dissaGsfacGon. In addiGon, the AQR has overlapping factors, 
such as on-time arnval vs. flight problems complaints (e.g. cancehaGons and delays), 
involuntary denied boarding vs. over-sales complaints, and mishandled baggage vs. 
baggage complaints. Therefore these areas might be over-represented.
(jourdin (1988) examines the domesGc world of air transportaGon by comparing 
things before deregulaGon and after. In recommending ways for airlines to improve 
quality, he points out that airlines should emphasize service elements over which they 
have conGol: baggage handling, aircraG maintenance, crew training, and reservaGon 
handling. In his quality recommendaGons, Gourdin argues that it may be time to 
reapporGon resources away Gom tradiGonal cabin service (e.g. an in-flight meal on 
flights less than two hours long), in order to emphasize other factors, such as the 
afbremenGoned four elements which have become important to the air travelers today.
Time and Reliability Studies 
Time is the primary reason that consumers elect to Gy rather than travel by another 
mode. Time-based transportaGon strategies can be important sources of compeGGve 
advantage and consumer value, according to Morash and Ozment (1996). In determining 
which airline Gme strategies and temporal advantages are most efIecGve in achieving 
favorable consumer-perceived quality, Morash and Ozment (1996) explored both
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transpoGaGon Gme-based sGategies: external time advantages and internal netwodc time 
advantages. They stated that the external time advantages include on-Gme reliability, 
Gequency of service, fulGUment of time-related service commitments or promises to 
customers, and relaGonal responsiveness to the customers. The researchers further 
deGned intanal time perspecGve as "all paGs of a business network must be linked 
together by time... also known as a company's 'value delivery system', the system of a 
company's link and nodes that potenGally creates and delivers time value for customers." 
(p. 36) Internal network Gme advantages included in their study are network cormecGvity, 
network size and network density.
Morash and Ozment's study reveals that all four external Gme compeGGve advantages 
staGsGcally and signiGcantly differenGate good Gom mediocre quality performers. They 
also Gnd that network density followed by cormecGvity are important sources of internal 
compeGGve advantage for good flight quality performers while network size is not found 
to be an important source for perceived flight quality. The researchers conclude that 
time-based transportaGon strategies can be important sources of compeGGve advantage 
and value, which are reGected in customer quality percepGons o f a company's total 
product/service oGering.
Morash and Ozment's study coincides with the marketing pracGce of KLM -  Royal 
Dutch AGhnes. KLM's slogan, "the Reliable Airline", heavily promotes its reliability 
feature, instead of promoting features such as low pnce or great value.
Studies on Frequent Flyer Programs 
Frequent Gyer programs (FFP) are the single most studied factor affecting traveler's 
aGline selecGon behavior. The pros and cons of these programs have also been studied.
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On May 1,1981 American Airlines launched die AAdvantage Gequent -Gyer program, 
Gie Grst computer based loyalty program in the airline industry (Martin, 2001). An FFP 
encourages individuals to join by assessing no membership fees (Hu, Toh &  Strand, 
1988), and airlines with FFPs gain potenGaGy valuable direct market research Gom such 
enrollments to then programs (Dnver, 1999). Members accumulate mileage credits by 
Gying on the aGline or its afGhates or by renting cars Gom, or staying at hotels owned by, 
designated partners (Hu, Toh & Strand, 1988). Some members can get program mileage 
by using general-purpose member cards on non-traveling spending (Dnver, 1999). 
Members can then cash in theG earned mileage for upgrades or Gee Gckets (Hu, Toh &  
Strand, 1988). Today virtually every domesGc aGline has its own FFP. FFPs have 
become the most successful marketing strategy to culGvate brand loyalty, generate repeat 
business and seU the high pnced seats (Chin, 2002; Toh & Hu, 1988). However, FFPs are 
found to lessen compeGGon, since FFPs make aGlines with large route networks 
attracGve to travelers so that the travelers have more choices building nnleage as weG as 
using Gee trips (Chin, 2002; Dnver, 1999; O'Connor, 2001, p 134).
FFPs have lured many researchers to study how Giey aGect travelers' choice of an 
aGline. In his dissertaGon, Nako (1992) supports the widely held opinion that FFPs have 
signiGcant overall effects upon aGline choice, but counters the contenGon that members 
are orGy concerned about Gight schedule convenience and are not concerned with 
accumulating müeage in one or as few programs as possible since they Gy Gequently.
Hu, Toh & Strand (1988) point out that FFPs ranked GfGi out of eight factors in the 
passengers' choice of an aGline -  below schedule convenience, on-Gme fGght 
performance, low fares, and cabin service. They argue that although FFPs are important
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in the choice of an airline, their study shows that FFPs are not as important as other 
factors. Based on the same passenger survey as Hu, Toh & Strand (1988), Toh and Hu 
(1988) found that convenience of schedules and on-time flight performance were 
considered the most important determinants of airline choice, fbUowed by six other 
factors. In sequence of importance, these factors were low fares, overall service by 
attendants, FFPs, meals, recommendations of corporate travel manager and 
recommendations of travel agent.
Chin (2002) examined the impact of FFPs on the demand for air travel departing Gom 
Singapore. He found that FFP membership and the availabihty of a wider range of fhght 
schedules w ill increase a Gaveler's probability of choosing Singapore AGlines, the airhne 
under study. He also found that travel time and airfare are insignihcant when travelers 
make a choice between aGlines. Exploring the relationship between schedule 
convenience and FFPs, Chin Gnds that FFP members, mostly business travelers, place 
great importance on schedule convenience when choosing an aGline. He recommends 
that aGlines use code sharing and FFP alhances to enhance schedule convenience; thus 
increasing market share.
Frequent Gyers typically belong to several FFPs, which give them attractive benehts 
(Driver, 1999). Specihcally, Toh and Hu (1988) found that an average member registers 
in 2.26 FFP programs, but tends to concentrate on one. However, Whyte (2002) argues 
that multiple memberships result in polygamous behavior that leads to spurious loyalty. 
He indicates that such aGline loyalty programs, at best, may influence aGline choice, but 
usually not Gequency. Whyte concludes that the member-aGhne relationship is a broad 
concept and other factors need to be taken into consideration. Many customer loyalty
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programs seem to have been adopted to counter competiGon and are surpnsingly 
ineflecGve (Dowling & Uncles, 1997). They argue that "to stand the best chance of 
success in tough market condiGons, programs must enhance the overall value of the 
product or service and moGvate loyal buyers to make their next purchase" (p. 71). 
Correspondingly, Chin (2002) contends that the overall services relaGve to other airlines 
is the most important factor determining a Gaveler's choice of airlines.
Studies on the Role of AG Fares 
Although there are other aspects of the industry that are also important, fares occupy 
center stage in any discussion of the aGline industry and deregulaGon's effect on it 
(Morrison, 2002). Pncing is a crucial element in aGline management, and it is only one 
of several product and service features which are planned and combined together in order 
to generate demand (Doganis, 2002). However, after deregulaGon the aGlines very 
quickly found that pnce was the primary cntenon uGlized by many customers to select an 
aGline (Gourdin, 1988). In Travelocity's research (2003), 45 percent of the respondents 
would be willing to change theG whole tnp to a different, but comparable, desGnaGon if  
they were to Gnd a less expensive opGon. Frost and Kumar (2000) state that many 
aGlines Gnd it easier to compete by cutting costs or adjusting aG fares than by improving, 
for example, reservaGon handling, in-flight meals, punctuality or baggage handling. 
However, Shaw (1988) warned that a lesson to be learned G-om the traumas of the past is 
that no aGline wiU easily obtain an advantage based on pnce alone. Almost all 
researchers have included aG fare as a factor in theG study of travelers' aGline selecGon 
behaviors (Banfe, 1992; Chin, 2002; Gourdin, 1988; Hu, Toh & Strand, 1988; Toh & Hu, 
1988), but theG results did not indicate that pnce was the single most important factor
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afïectmg travelers' airline selecGon decisions. Actually, Banfe (1992) argues that pncing 
is one o f the three major compeGGve variables along which an airline can differenGate 
itself Gom its compeGGon, the other two being schedule and routes. Banfe (1992) also 
argues that six other factors are of a minor scale: Gequency, equipment, service, 
convenience, loyalty, and percepGon.
However, Doganis (1991) argues that fare level seems to be the most cnGcal product 
feature for many market segments, especially in many pnce-sensiGve leisure or VFR 
markets. In his 2001 book, Dogains cites a survey conducted in 1999 in Europe of 
19,000 BriGsh leisure passengers. While the surveyed passengers rated all the "no-Gills" 
airlines among the worst in relaGon to individual factors such as leg room, comfort, 
catering, cleanliness or cabin crew, they considered such airlines the best in terms of 
value for money. In addiGon, according to Doganis (1991), fares are the most dynamic 
product feature in that they can be changed almost daily.
Doganis and Others' Research on Key Product Features
Shaw (1988) points out that there are eight major features of an airline product that 
are likely to be of concern to an airline's customer, type related features include
line-haul speed, cabin spaciousness and cabin noise. Cobm /qyowf determines the aisle 
space, seat pitch and seat width. contributes to the product in terms of route
network, flight G-equencies, flight timing and the availability of connecGons. The 
scheduled amount of capacity and the pattern of demand w ill decide the .year acceyf 
offered, meaning whether a passenger is able to obtain a booking near to the time of 
flight departure, fzmcma/fry is a crucial feature, especially to business travelers. 
ferwce includes the quality food and beverages, in-Gight entertainment, cabin décor and
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flight attendant service. Finally azTport AancfZz/zg and resen/aGon are important
to many customers. However, Shaw did not rank these fisatures in sequence of 
importance in affecting passengers' choice of an airline.
Doganis (1991) points out that as regulaGons diminish, airlines have a greater range 
of choices to diSerentiate their product Gom compeGGon. He wntes that an airline's 
potenGal customers w ill be influenced by Gve key product features in making Gavel 
decisions and more importanüy, in choosing between aGlines: the fares and fare 
condiGons, schedule-based features, aspect of comfort, the ease and convenience of 
gaining access to an aGline's service, and an aGline's image (1991, p. 259-60; 2002, p. 
237-8). He believes that if  the markets are pnce inelasGc or if  the fares of different 
earners are very similar, then the other product features become relaGvely more 
important in determining the market penetraGon of different aGlines. IBM's survey 
(1999) of execuGves and board members of 119 of the world's leading aGlines found that 
improving customer service and customer loyalty were considered to be the two most 
cnGcal strategies in meeting theG aGlines' Gnancial goals.
1. Schedule-based Features
From a customer's viewpoint, the cnGcal schedule-based features in any market are 
the number of flights operated, theG departure and arnval times, the routing taken and in 
parGcular whether Gights are direct or involve one or more stops en route, and/or the 
availability of coimecGons (Doganis, 1991; Shaw, 1988). Different Gom Shaw (1988), 
Doganis (1991) does not regard aircraG type as an important feature. Different markets 
wiU have differing requirements, states Doganis. Weekend Gight may be less important 
for business travelers but cnGcal for short-stay weekend holiday markets. Similarly,
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O'Connor (2001) believes that flight scheduling is a form of product differenGaGon and 
that it appears to be the most important one.
According to Doganis (1991), in the early 1980s, Scandinavian Airlines asked its 
passengers what the most important factors were for them in choosing a flight when 
making theG reservaGons. More than two-thGds of those surveyed said that 
departure/arnval times were very important, and two-thGds claimed that non-stop direct 
service was also very important.
According to Doganis (1991), a 1987 survey by the IntemaGonal FoundaGon of 
AGline Passenger AssociaGon of more than 25,000 passengers also reinforced the 
importance of schedule-based features. Doganis descnbes the results as follows:
Respondents were asked to idenGfy the three most important features when 
choosing an aGline. Punctuality, convenient schedules and Gequency stand out as 
being by far the most Gequently menGoned for shoGer sectors of less than two 
hours. ComfbG-based features are much less important on these shoG sectors. 
Schedule-based features were more important than comfbG for shoG or medium- 
haul flights. However, G>r the longer sectors, comfbG-based features, parGcularly 
seating comfbG and the quality of in-fliglit service, increase in relaGve importance 
and Gequency becomes less important. Low fares were also perceived as being of 
limited importance, reGecting the business nature of much of the Gavel 
undertaken by the respondents. (1991, p. 261)
Doganis (1991) points out that the survey showed that North Amencan residents 
attach unusual importance to pncing, including low fares (moderately important
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elsewhere), and Gequent Gyer programs, which are of litGe importance in other regions. 
Table 1 was obtained Gom Doganis (1991, p. 262).
Doganis (2002) includes a survey conducted in 1999 of 3,000 business aG Gavelers 
Gom around the world in his newer book. Again this survey reinforced the importance of 
convenient schedules when it comes to choosing an aGline. Safety record and Gequent 
Gyer program are the next most important factors. (See Table 2)
Table 1 The Gnportance of Product Features in AGline Choice: Survey o f25,000
Feature The three features idenGGed as most important when choosing an aGline
Under 2-hour flight 
% Rank
2-5 hour fhght 
% Rank
Schedule-based features:
Punctuality 54 1 36 4
Convenient schedules 48 2 42 1=
Frequency 45 3 21 6
AircraG type 9 11= 12 8
ComfbG-based features
Seating comfbG 18 5= 42 1=
Check-in and boarding 15 7 9 9=
In-flight service 12 8= 33 5
Carry-on baggage space 12 8= 6 12
Reassigned seats 9 11= 9 9=
Others
Safety and secunty 33 4 39 3
Low fares 18 5= 15 7
EfBcient reservaGons 12 8= 9 9=
Âbre. Equivalent marks indicate Ges. From Flying off course: The econonucs of 
intemaGonal aGlines, (2""̂  Ed), compiled by R. Doganis Gom IFAPA, 1991, p. 262.
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Table 2 Importance of Product Features in Choice of Airline: Survey of 3,000 
Business Travelers, 1999
Feature Rank
Pnce:
Cheapest fare 8
Schedule-based:
Convenience of schedule 1
Punctuality 7
ComfbG-based:
Extra comfbG and leg room 4
Efficient check-in 5
Fnendly/helpful cabin staff 9
ExecuGve lounges 10
Food and drink 11
Convenience:
Membership of Frequent Gyer program 3
Advanced seat selecGon 6
Image:
ReputaGon fbr safety 2
Award-winning aGline 12
by R. Doganis Gom OAG sources, 2002, p. 239.
McCool (1995, p. 55) notes that schedules are the most important criteria G»r 
selecting an aGline, and also points out that some research shows that onboard 
Gx)dservice is the GGh or sixth most important aGline selecGon factor that passengers 
consider. Interestingly, Gialloreto (1988) cites research results of Avmark AviaGon 
Economist/IAPA on the important factors in choosing an aGline in U.S. marketplace.
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Similarly, convenient schedule was ranked as the number one factor out of GAeen, in all 
categories of "length of Gight". See Table 3.
Gialloreto (1988) also cites another research result of Avmark AviaGon Economist/ 
lAPA on the important factors in choosing a Gight in US marketplace. See Table 4. It 
was noted that importance of selecGon attnbutes such as schedule, do change as length of 
flight changes.
Doganis (1991) argues that the reason schedule-based features, together with the fare, 
are generaGy the most important product components is that they can be seen and 
quanGGed ohjecGvely. These two features are exphcit and precise, and comparable Gom 
airline to airline, according to Doganis, but assessment of comfort, convenience or 
image-based product features, such as in -G i^t service, is subjecGve. The subjecGve 
features cannot easily be quanGGed or compared between different airlines.
2. Comfort-based Features
Three aspects of the airline product are important in determining passenger 
percepGons of comfort: intenor layout and conGguraGon of the aircraft, in-Gight catering 
and service standards, and quality of ground services (Doganis 1991). He points out that 
space, determined by the width and pitch of each seat, seems to be the key factor. Seat 
pitch and width and the type of seat provided have a major impact on perceived com&irt, 
especiaUy on long-haul service. However, there is a trade-off between seating capacity 
and unit cost (Doganis, 2002).
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Table 3 Important Factors in Choosing an Airline in US Marketplace.
Length of Gight
Under 2 hours 2-5 hours Over 5 hours
% Rank % Rank % Rank
Conveinent schedule 67.8 1 59.9 1 44.2 1
Frequency of Gight 33.8 2 13.3 11 6.5 11
On-time perbrmance 30.7 3 22.0 4 16.1 10
Past experience 27.8 4 28.4 3 29.5 3
Low fares 18.0 5 19.1 6 22.0 6
Safety record 17.1 6 18.7 7 22.3 5
AtGtude o f persormel 16.8 7 21.4 5 23.6 4
Quality of in-Gight service 15.7 8 29.5 2 38.5 2
AircraG type 10.4 9 14.2 9 21.1 7
Availability of business class 7.8 10 14.1 10 16.2 9
Quality of ground service 6.8 11 5.8 12 4.8 13
NaGonal Gag earner 6.6 12 4.9 13 5.3 12
Quality of food and drinks 6.5 13 15.1 8 20.5 8
Frequent Gyer program 3.2 14 3.8 14 4.3 14
Others 1.0 15 0.9 15 1.1 15
/Vote. From Strategic Airline Management: The Global War Begins, compiled by L. 
Gialloreto Gom Avmark AviaGon Economist/IAPA, 1988, p. 109.
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Table 4 Important Factors in Choosing a Flight in US Marketplace
Under 2 hours (%)
Length of fhght 
2-5 hours (%) Over 5 hours (%)
Schedule 70.1 43.0 19.3
Airhne 15.5 36.2 53.0
Fare 11.4 13.7 16.5
Aeroplane 2.5 6.6 10.2
Other 0.5 0.6 1.0
/Vote. From Strategic Airline Management: The Global War Begins, compiled by L. 
Gialloreto Gom Avmark AviaGon Economist/IAPA, 1988, p. 109.
In-Gight catering and service standards cover the nature and quahty of G)od and 
beverages provided, the number of cabin staff fbr each class of cabin, the availabihty and 
range of newsp^ers and magazines, in-fhght entertainment and communicaGons, and so 
on (Doganis, 2002). McCool (1995) states that each airhne uses its fbod and beverage 
services as a marketing tool and a distinguisher to help it compete in the highly 
compeGGve air transportaGon market. She argues that all other things being equal, the 
quahty of the onboard fbod and beverage services can make a passenger chose an airhne 
or its compeGtor. "Although there is htde evidence that gastronomic preference 
determines choice of airhne fbr a journey, catering standards together with the quahty 
and aGenGveness of the cabin staff may create a certain image fbr a parGcular airline 
which may be important in marketing terms" (Doganis, 1991, p. 269). Similarly, McCool 
(1995) points out that the way in which the fhght aGendants serve the fbods and
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beverages is just as important as the fbods and beverages themselves in diSerenGating an 
airline Gom its compeGGon.
Doganis (2002) indicates that much efibrt has gone into improving the quality and 
range o f in-flight entertainment (IFE) AcihGes. He points out that IFE may account fbr 
up to two percent of the total new aircraG purchase cost. Doganis further states that 
because most quality airlines have personal IFE systems in Grst and business classes, 
most surveys show that this feature is not an important factor in choosing between 
airlines despite the earners' high spending on IFE systems.
Ground services refer to check-in waiting time and lounge services fbr first and 
business passengers (Doganis, 1991). However, as indicated by Doganis (1991), many 
business passengers are concerned with the speed through the terminal rather than 
comfbrt as such.
DogarGs (1991) points out that comfbrt-based product features are continuously being 
monitored and revised because they can be more easGy changed and more readily 
adverGsed. "There is a constant requirement to respond to product changes introduced by 
compeGtors and an even greater need fbr an airline to be the Grst to introduce ionovaGve 
changes" (Doganis, 1991, p. 269). Doganis cited as an example the big improvement in 
space and comfbrt seen in long-haul business class in the 1980s.
3. Convenience Features
Doganis (1991) states that convenience features are concerned with the ease of 
customer access to airline reservaGon and Gcketing services and the quahty of such 
services. A key decision area in any airline marketing is how to distnbute and sell its 
products and, in parGcular, how far it should use its own shops and sales outlets in
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addiGon to independent travel agents. One important convenience 6ctor that may well 
differenGate one airline from another, Gom a passenger's point of view, is the availability 
of a seat when required, especially if  Gaveling on business or fbr some kind of emergency 
(Doganis, 2002). Easy on-line access to flight infbrmaGon, as well as reservaGons, 
combined with Gckets that can be issued electronically, has siginGcantly improved the 
accessibihty and convenience of air Gavel to both business and leisure passengers 
(Doganis 2002). According to Doganis, now airlines compete through the speed, quality 
and user-Giendliness of their web sites.
However, Doganis (2001) also warned of commodiGzaGon of the anline product as a 
consequence of increased consumer power arising Gom the further extension of 
electroiGc commerce. He suggests that as a result of commoditizaGon, previously parGy 
successful aGempts to differenGate and brand an airline's product in order to charge a 
premium or ensure customer loyalty w ill become increasingly difGcult.
4. Airline image
The Gnal group of product features is associated with the image that an airline wishes 
to create, both among its own customers and among the public at large. As stated by 
Doganis (1991), this is done in a vanety of ways; through the nature of an airline's 
advertising and promoGons, its logo, color schemes, intenor design, and through the 
quality of service provided by its staff in the air and on the ground. Fares may differ, but 
otherwise the essenGal product is very much a commodity (Doganis 2002). The concept 
of branding helps to differenGate one airline's products Gom other airhnes' products 
selling at the same fares (Doganis, 1991).
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Fink (2003) nostalgically recalls the days when many airlines were distinguished by 
unique features and notes that most such airlines are no longer in business. She argues 
that the kind of differenGaGon that airlines once had is no longer in existence, except fbr 
Gequent Gyer programs and discounts, the laGer of which hurt the airline revenue in the 
end. Fink claims that the airline industry has come to a point where the earners should 
reinvent then images to win stakeholders back.
Airline Industry PracGces 
Doganis (1991) points out that comfbrt-based product features are continuously being 
monitored and revised because they can be more easily changed and more readily 
advertised. This is evidenced in the airlines' pracGces, where the earners try to manage 
and improve the comfbrt-based features to make then product more marketable.
Food and Beverage Services 
Most airlines were slow to start liquor service on their flights, pnmanly because of 
prohibiGon and its impact on passengers' drinking habits (McCool, 1995). According to 
McCool United and Delta were among the last holdouts among the major airlines m 
serving alcohol in the 1950s, fbr compeGGve reasons.
Although fbodservice appeared in the sky when the Grst airhnes were created after 
World War II by fbrmer mihtaiy pilots, the in-fhght fbodservice industry is a relaGvely 
young industry Grst developed in the mid- to late 1930s. AAer the epitome of gourmet 
service fbr in-fhght passengers in the 1950s and 1960s, the style of fbodservice provided 
has been cychcal as the airhne industry has developed Gom no-Gills to super-deluxe and 
back again Gom time to Gme (McCool, 1995). In the past decade Midwest Airhnes stood 
out as a high quahty all-coach class airhne, where passengers were treated to full meal
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service, complimentaiy wine and champagne and Gesh-baked chocolate chip cookies on 
lunch flights (Flint, 2002). According to McCool (1995), Alaska Airlines originally 
promoted the quality of its fbod fbr all classes as a part of its promoGonal effbrts, while in 
a markedly diGerent approach. Southwest promoted the fiact that it had no fbodservices so 
that it could keep its prices low.
The emphasis on Gne dining fbr Grst-class passengers has been parGcularly 
charactensGc of intemaGonal flights where there is ample time fbr leisure meal service 
(McCool, 1995). However, according to McCool, many airlines are replacing Grst class 
with a new business class which retains the space and seat comfbrt of Grst-class service, 
but uses the casual service of more common fbods and beverages. This change reGects 
the overall trend toward casual dining and restncted travel budget of business Gavelers in 
the U.S. McCool observes as a trend, that, under cost-reducGon pressure and nutnGous 
concern, airlines are subsGtuGng cold meals, lighter fbods and snacks fbr hot meals.
AAer September 11, many airlines have dropped complimentary meal service in 
coach class to save money during the ongoing slump in travel (Tagami, October 8,2003). 
In late 2002 LSG Skychefs began to explore selling fbod on board. In the months that 
fbllowed, pushed by LSG Skychefs and Gate Gourmet, two of the world's largest airline 
caterers, most of the major U.S. aGlines began conducting trials of selling fbod, 
(Estabrook, September 21,2003; Tagami, October 8,2003). According to Estabrook, 
Song, the discount carrier of Delta, oGers fbod sales on all its Gights, and Midwest 
AGlines, has been doing so on most o f its Gights since Apnl 2003. In-flight fbod sales is 
now a regular feature at US Airways. On July 1,2003, US Airways became the Grst 
m^or aGline to sell meals in coach class on most flights over 700 miles, which is about a
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quarter o f its departures (Estabrook, 2003). Delta announced in October 2003 that it 
would make its test of on-board flood sales permanent, expanding the program to cover all 
domestic Ggiths of three and a half hours or more (Mutzabaugh, October 10,2003). In 
October, 2003, Delta was selling fbod on 44 flights, and planning to expand that to 220 
domesGc flights by March 2004. Meals are sGll provided in Grst class, and snacks and 
non-alcoholic drinks remain Gee fbr aG passengers, according to Mutzabaugh. Unlike 
other mainline earners, Amencan Airlines was testing sales of fbod at the gate at the John 
F. Kennedy IntemaGonal Airport in New York and in San Juan, Puerto Rico in October 
2003, though it is selling fbod on its Amencan Eagle regional airline (Tagami, October 8, 
2003). Some airline and airline catering execuGves beheve that the selling concept is here 
to stay (De Lollis, May 29,2003). Continental Airlines is the only holdout among the six 
tradiGonal U.S. airhnes, according to Tagami (2003), parGy because the airline has its 
own in-house catering unit and can provide meals less expensively than the others. 
Continental also claims that a complimentary meal is part of theG strategy to attract and 
retain customers (De LoUis, 2003).
Based on the above hterature, the author fbrmulated Hypotheses 8-11 fbr this study: 
the likelihood of buying Gxxi onboard wiG vary across the Gequency of travel/household 
income/Gp purpose/companion of travel groups.
In-fhght Entertainment and CommunicaGons
World AGhne Entertainment AssociaGon (WAEA) is the ofGcial worldwide trade 
organizaGon in the Geld of in-fhght entertainment, communicaGons and services. 
According to WAEA (2003a), AGhne expenditure on in-fhght entertainment and 
communicaGons (IFE) products and services fbr the year 2001 is estimated to be US$
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1.57 billion, a 25% drop in spending compared to 2000, as result of extraordinary 
industry circumstances during 2001.
A quick look at history shows that American Airlines was the world's Grst airline to 
introduce Airtbne, and aAer 16 years nearly 5000 aircraG worldwide had telephone 
service by 2000 (WAEA, 2003b). In 1989, American Airlines made the Grst Geet-wide 
installaGon of in-seat video in Grst class (WAEA, 2003b). In 1996 the Grst in-seat power 
outlet was installed on Delta A ir Lines (WAEA, 2003b). The Grst in-Gight E-mail was 
transmiGed on an A ir Canada Gight in January 2001 (WAEA, 2003b).
There are two major in-Gight Internet connecGvity providers, i.e. Connexion by 
Boeing and Airbus-aGihated Tenzing CommunicaGons (ShiGin, 2003). As potenGal 
customers, LuAhansa and BnGsh Airways made a tnal of the Boeing broadband Internet 
system early 2003. SAS Scandinavian Airlines and Japan Airlines signed documents 
with Boeing to instaG the Connexion system on their long-haul aircraG (ShiGin, 2003). 
So far Cathy PaciGc Airways is the only earner oGering its passengers in-fhght e-mail 
service, and it is using the Tenzing system (ShiGin, 2003). However, in-fhght Internet 
connecGon is not seen on U.S. domesGc fhghts.
Many jets have tradiGonal IFE systems with an overhead movie screen shared by 
rows of passengers, whGe others, parGcularly new wide-body planes Gying intemaGonal 
routes, contain more sophisGcated equipment with individual screens that allow 
passengers to choose a movie, play games, shop or gamble (Stoller, July 9,2003). Some 
m^or airlines, such as Amencan, United, and Northwest, oGer video or audio 
entertainment on most of then planes, while some, such as Southwest, have no jets with 
such equipment (Elhott, 2003). While the IFE systems raise safety concerns, airhnes
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believe that they still need them to keep people occupied and calm, according to Elliott 
(July 7,2003), but mostly for long haul flights.
Most quality airlines have personal IFE systems in first and business class (Doganis,
2002). Financially aihng airlines do not consider upgrading IFE systems a top priority, 
according to Elliott (2003). Elliott notes that Northwest Airlines installs IFE systems 
with new technology on newer jets, but normally does not upgrade those already on older 
jets.
Seattle-based Alaska Airhnes announced in October 2003 that it would roll out a new 
more affordable entertainment system invented by one of its own employee (Carey, 
September 9,2003). According to Carey (2003), Alaska plans to distribute the units 6ee 
in Erst class, and make them available for rent m coach for eight to ten dollars. The 
airline currently provides Ere portable DVD players and movies for its Erst class 
passengers. He also notes that Alaska rejected DirecTV, popularized by JetBlue Airways, 
because satellite TV does not work over the ocean or in foreign airspace, maldng it iE- 
suited for Alaska's route network.
JetBlue vs. Song
Upstart JetBlue Airways changed the fiace of low-cost airhnes when it launched in 
2000 with a low-cost business model, which is diSereuEated in amenity oSenngs (Reed,
2003). A ll 162 leather seats on its all new Airbus 320 aircraft had a 51/2-inch color 
personal screen. Twenty-four channels of hve digital TV are available, Eom news to 
sports, right on the plane, for Eee. "Time fhes when you have TV" is a slogan that 
JetBlue promotes on its adverdsing billboards. Reed quotes (2003) an industry specialist 
that it is a new noEon to provide in-fhght entertainment on these short-haul Eights.
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However, although JetBlue does not provide meals, the combinaEon of roomy leather 
seats, giveaway headsets, Eee hve TV and courteous, enthusiasEc and helpful staff makes 
it compeEEve with the economy-class offerings of any U.S. m^or airhnes ("Market 
Development Award", 2002).
Delta launched its low-cost subsidiary -  Song, on April 15,2003, to compete with 
proEtable rivals on the east coast, especially JetBlue Airways (Wong, April 12,2003). 
Song aims directly at the same leisure markets that JetBlue has served with much success 
in recent years, according to Wong. Delta has long been Eying between Northeast ciEes 
and Florida, but when JetBlue arrived on the scene in February 2000, word of mouth 
spread quickly about its che^ fares, leather seats and hve satelhte TV. Wong (2003) 
describes JetBlue as the industry's biggest marketing success in recent memory and 
points out that JetBlue has succeeded partly because of its reputaEon as an airline 
different Eom others.
JetBlue may seU in-fhght food, and would consider including Internet access and 
other features (Wong, Apnl 12,2003). Song is banking on much the same strategy and 
hopes to attract travelers with even more opEons, including one that wih cost extra: hot 
food and pay-per-view TV. Actually Song's Boeing 757 planes w ill have a mixture of 
paid and Eee digital services such as satelhte TV, MP3 audio, video-on-demand and 
video games by early 2004, according to DiCarlo (2003). JetBlue heavily promotes its 
Eee satelhte TV and leather seats; Song has both. Song also counts among its selling 
points more legroom (3 3-inch seat pitch, compared with 32 of JetBlue) and a FFP hnked 
to Delta, which has 33 milhon members (Wong, Apnl 12,2003). A seat pitch of 33
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inches is more than that oSered by any other low-fare service and more than the space 
offered by most fhll-fare airline service too.
Seat Comfort
The seat pitch is an indicator of passenger comfort on an aircraft, and it is more 
quanEEable than other indicators. However, there is a trade-off. Larger seat pitch means 
an increase in the unit cost of each flight, i.e. cost per seat-müe, one of the raEos that are 
of cnEcal importance to management (O'Connor, 2001). Thus a change in seat pitch is a 
very important strategic decision for each airline.
Shaw (1988) writes that there is general agreement that the minimum seat pitch that 
can be offered to passengers is around 28 inches, and that this cramped seat pitch is only 
tolerable on relaEvely short sectors. According to Shaw, it is more usual to allow 32 or 
33 inches in economy classes and 55 or 60 inches for the sleeper seats for those 
purchasing high-priced Eckets. Currently, the airlines' seat pitch in different classes is 
indicated in Table 5 (Skytrax, 2003).
Amencan Airlines heavily promoted its "More Room Throughout Coach®" strategy 
a few years ago. However, the airline announced that it would scrap its "More Room" 
strategy on nearly a quarter of its flights, in exchange for lower fares (EUioE, 2003). 
Midwest Airlines oEered a uniquely spacious cabin conEguraEon that included two-by- 
two leather seats with 21-inch seat bottoms conEgured in a generous 33-34-inch pitch 
(Flint, 2002). However, the airline is going to repudiate this all-business-class strategy 
and recenüy announced the Midwest Airhnes Saver, which would feature smaller seats 
and lower prices (Elliott, 2003).
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Table 5 Ma.;or U.S. AElines Seat Pitch (inches)
Airline First class Business class Economy class
Alaska AElines * 36 32
Amencan AElines 89 50 33-35
Delta AE Lines 60 32
Continental AElines 55 31-33
JetBlue Airways * 32
Northwest AElines 60 31
United AElines 88 50 31 [36]
US Airways 94 55 33
JVbfe. The bracketed Egures indicate United Airline's Economy Pins seating, adapted 
August 17,2003, Eom httpV/www.aElinequality.com/product/seat_introEtm.
Economy Plus of United AEhnes is a premium seating area in its Economy cabins -  
consisting of the Erst 6-11 rows (depending upon the Eeet type) -  that oEers up to 5 
inches more legroom per seat (United.com, 2003). This means more space and greater 
comfort for business Eavelers who are Eying in coach -  especiaUy when it's not possible 
to upgrade to First Class (United.com, 2003). United AElines offers this opEon to its FFP 
members who have MEeage Plus Premier status or above, Star AlEance Gold and Silver 
members, and customers traveling on fares booked in Y , B or M  class (full or slighEy- 
discounted economy fares of United AElines).
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Review of Relevant Research on Service SelecEon
Hotel Selection Factors 
Although a Travel Industry Association of America poll shows that "previous 
experience with a hotel" is the number one reason for choosing a certain property 
(Mancini, 2002), Toh, Hu and Withiam (1993) found different results in then study of the 
behavioral characteristics and attitudes of steady sleepers that discriminate Eequent-guest 
program members Eom non-members. Then interview teams devoted 100 hours to 
personal interviews and yielded 426 usable responses in 1989. Results show that 
Eequent-guest programs come in sixth -  aEer convenience of locaEon, overall services, 
readiness o f rooms, low or discounted prices, and food and beverage quality, in that 
order. Frequent-guest programs only rank higher in importance than recommendaEons of 
travel agent and recommendaEons of corporate travel planners. The other important 
Ending is that the steady sleepers tend to concentrate on one Eequent-guest program to 
maximize then rewards. The researchers conclude that a combinaEon of quality service 
and an attracEve Eequent-guest program can be a strong inducement for repeat 
patronage.
Lewis and Chambers (1989) suggest that locaEon, room rate ranges, and reputaEon of 
the hotel or hotel chain are important factors to all business travelers in selecting a hotel. 
McCleary and Weaver (1991) found that product-speciEc attributes, such as membership 
in a hotel chain's Eequent guest program, have an impact on the brand loyalty ofbusiness 
travelers. In addiEon, it appeared to them that differences in atEtudes toward hotel 
attributes may arise Eom a number o f factors.
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SelecEon Factors for Other Modes of TransportaEon
Murphy and Daley (1997) made an invesEgaEon of selecEon criteria for intemaEonal 
height forwarders (IFF). TheE mail survey to 375 randomly selected members of the 
Council o f LogisEcs Management, where the respondents were asked to indicate the 
importance of 12 selecEon factors for an IFF. TheE results mdicated that the forwarder's 
experEse is the top rated selecEon factor, followed by reliability of service. A reasonable 
pnce emerges as the sixth most important variable out of a total of twelve.
In theE passenger rail travel research, Hanna and Drea (1998) aEempt to idenEfy 
relevant attributes that influence travel decision making, to assess a holisEc ^iproach to 
Amtrak passenger ndership, and to model and predict ndership behavior. According to 
Hanna and Drea, Eve factors tend to inEuence travel decision making: cost, comfort, 
ability to travel when I want, ability to travel where I  want, and in-transit producEvity 
(ability to work while traveling). In analyzing the differences between riders and non- 
nders, the researchers faund that it is the acEviEes that precede and fbUow the in-transit 
experience which inEuence a customer's broad view of the entire travel experience and 
differenEate nders and non-nders. These acEviEes are convenience to an Amtrak staEon, 
convenience Eom the staEon to the nder's destinaEon, pleasant place to wait at the 
StaEon, convenient departure and return times, and do not have Amtrak schedule 
infbrmaEon. The differenEating m-transit characterisEcs were comE>rt of automobüe, 
ability to work in-transit, and cost of Amtrak. Three out of four variables, convenience 
form the staEon to destinaEon, customer does not have Amtrak schedule infbrmaEon, the 
importance of Eavel where I  want (locaEon), do not directly address the m-transit
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experience but instead focus on ancillary areas. The only in-transit variable significant to 
predicEng ridership is in-transit producEvity.
Surrunary
It is agreed by most researchers that it is the overall service or overall value of the 
product that the travelers consider when choosing an airline to Ey with. However, it 
seems that, based on the reviewed literature, researchers do not concur on the importance 
of different selecEon factors. Schedule, on-Eme performance, low fares, cabin service, 
FFP, etc have appeared to be important factors, but a consensus on the importance 
ranking of such factors is lacking. Low f^es may be the most important factor for the 
student summer travel group, but may not for others. Thus this researcher (Wang) 
believes that selecEon factors should be studied on the level of different market segments. 
Differences among different segment's selecEon behaviors should be explored.
The residt of this study can help airline marketers to understand domesEc travelers' 
various buying behaviors based on market segmentaEons. Then, airhne marketers can 
concentrate on the factors that can puU travelers into a purchase transacEon.
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY
The primary purpose of this study was to explore important selecEon factors based on 
diSerent passenger segmentaEon. The study seeks to answer the quesEon of how the 
airlines can target domesEc passengers of different segments, based on factors over 
which the airlines have conEol. A second purpose of this study was to End out domesEc 
airline travelers' diiEng needs and food purchasing behavior, so that industry pracEEoners 
can tailor then product in a suitable manner.
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss how the study was conducted, the research 
procedures used to gather and organize the data, and the methods that were used to 
analyze these data. The chuter consists of the following parts: (1) research design; (2) 
sampling; (3) pre-testing and quesEonnaire design; (4) data collecEon; (5) processing and 
analyzing data; and (6) hypothesis testing.
Research Design
Survey research, the most common method of generating primary data (Zikmund, 
2003), was used to collect data direcEy E"om U.S. domesEc air Eavelers. The nature of 
this study, namely measuring behavioral components o f consumers' aEitudes, also 
suggests that the survey method is preferred to experimental or observaEon methods.
The survey was conducted by contacting respondents in person (airport intercept 
personal interview). This approach was chosen because o f the fast speed of data
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coUecEon, high cooperaEon rate and the low possibility for respondent misunderstanding 
of the survey content, since the interviewer can make explanaEons about the 
quesEonnaire if  needed. In order to achieve standardizaEon and facilitate data tabulaEon 
and evaluaEon, a standard questionnaire was used, supplemented by an open-ended 
response quesEon commonly found in personal interviews.
Sampling
The target populaEon in this study was U.S. domesEc air travelers. Thus each U.S. 
domesEc air traveler is an element. However, studying a representaEve sample of all 
U.S. domesEc travelers was inhibited by geographical and Enancial restncEons. To 
reduce the cost and make the operaEonal procedure feasible, this study was only 
conducted in the Las Vegas, Nevada McCarran IntemaEonal Airport with four 
parEcipaEng airlines, i.e. Alaska Airlines, Continental Airlines, Delta Air Lines, and 
Northwest Airlines. The primary sampling urnts were no longer average individuals 
representaEve of all U.S domesEc air travelers, but a cluster of such travelers going 
through McCarran Airport Eying these domesEc airlines. This McCarran Airport cluster 
of airlines is the sampling E-ame or working populaEon of this research. The primary 
sampling unit is each traveler in this McCarran airport cluster of airlines.
SelecEon of the sampling units was through convenience sampling. In this sampling, 
because of the diversity of travelers to Las Vegas, the author assumed that travelers going 
through McCarran Airport Eying the said airlines were reasonably representaEve of all 
U.S. domesEc air travelers in regard to the selecEon behaviors of airline passengers. 
McCarran is the seventh busiest airport in North America (ACI North Amenca, 2004), 
handling more than 35 million passengers in 2002. The four parEcipating airlines are all
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m^or U.S. airlines representing most of the U.S. geographical regions. Travelers who 
did not travel through this airport and those who were not Eying with the parEcipating 
airlines had a zero probability of being selected for the sample. This convenience 
sampling method was used and supported by Toh and Hu (1988) where their research 
was conducted at SeaTac IntemaEonal Airport. Researchers (Toh & Hu, 1988;
Denstadh, 2000) also argued that airport intercept surveys produced data comparable to 
other survey methods such as household surveys.
Since random sampling error decreases as sample size increases, the author 
interviewed a total of 330 persons. This number was required to guarantee 30 to 50 
persons in each subgroup. This number was also based on the recommendaEon given by 
Tabachnick and FideE (2001, p. 588) who stated that as a general rule of thumb, it is 
comforting to have at least 300 cases for factor analysis.
Researchers (Toh & Hu, 1988; Denstadli, 2000) have cauEoned that business 
travelers were over-represented in both gate area and onboard surveys, simply because 
the Eequent travelers are more likely to be interviewed. They also recommended 
increasing the moEvaEon among private travelers to reduce bias as a result of under- 
representaEon. The author believes that the high response rate of this study has reduced 
such bias.
PEot Study and QuesEonnaire Design
In order to test the readability of the quesEonnaire and other reliability/validity issues, 
the author chose 15 students/faculty persons Eom the Willian F. Harrah College of Hotel 
AdministraEon at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, to test the survey form. A pEot 
study was also done with eight airline industry pracEEoners to determine the accuracy
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and relevance of the quesEonnaire. The survey quesEonnaire was modiEed based on the 
feedback Eom the testing.
The quesEonnaire was developed based on the literature review and pilot study 
results. It was divided into four secEons. SecEon one dealt with traveling paEems. Each 
respondent was asked Eve quesEons:
1. The Eequency of an Eavel in the 12 months of the year 2003
2. Departure and destmaEon airports in his or her most recent flight
3. Whether there was a stop-over in his or her most recent flight
4. The aEhne(s) Eown for the most recent flight
5. The primary purpose of that trip
Respondents were asked to focus on then most recent flight because of the fbUowing 
consideraEons. First, such methods as household surveys that ask respondents to 
describe aU tnps made within a given period depend on the memory o f the respondents. 
This retrospecEve approach makes memory effects a potenEal problem (Denstadli, 2000). 
Generally, the average respondent remembers the most recent flight the best. Second, the 
most recent flight approach makes it possible for those respondents who travel for 
various tnp purposes to idenEfy one trip purpose for themselves for the purpose of this 
study. Many of the respondents treated the flight on which they Eew into Las Vegas as 
the most recent tnp when answering the survey quesEons. The author believes that this is 
acceptable.
SecEon Two sought to identify the importance of different attributes when the 
respondent made his or her decision to Ey one auline over others. The respondents were 
asked to rate the importance of each attribute when they selected the named airline(s)
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instead o f others. A seven-point Likert scale, anchored by 1 "not at all important" up to 7 
"extremely important", was used. See Table 6.
Table 6 Attiibntes Used in the Questionnaire 
Category Attributes
Schedule-based features
Comfort-based features
Others features
Convenient flight time 
Few or no Stop-overs 
Flight on-time 
Many flight opEons 
Aircraft type Eown
Complimentaiy food and beverage service 
onboard
Food for sale on board 
Comfortable legroom 
Comfortable seat-width 
Leather seat 
In-flight movies 
In-Eight music
In-flight magazine/newsp^ers 
In-Eight TV programs 
In-Eigbt entertainment 
Internet access on board 
Air phone
Spacious overhead baggage storage 
Image of good service 
Friendly flight attendants 
Fnendly temunal staE"
HelpEil Eight aEendants 
HelpAil terminal staff
EfBcient reservaEons 
EfEcient check-in 
Good safety record 
Good security 
Ticket pnce
Frequent Eyer program nuleage 
RecommendaEon Eom others 
Good past experience 
Ability to work during flight
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The third secEon dealt with demogr^hic infbrmaEon to establish respondent proEles. 
The quesEons included gender, age, annual household befbre-tax income, and travel 
companion. A quesEon designed to measure the repurchase intenEon was also included, 
rated on a seven-point Likert scale by the respondents.
The last secEon dealt with current issues in the in-Eight Exxlservice industry. 
QuesEons on the traveler's willingness to buy fbod on board as weE as his/her dining 
habits when traveling were asked. The respondents were also provided an open-ended 
quesEon to note any comments that they had on airline fbod-seUing policy.
Data CollecEon
The data coUecEon was conducted by intercepEon in the gate areas of Concourses A  
and D ofTerminal One (the domesEc terminal) of the McCarran IntemaEonal Airport in 
Las Vegas, Nevada. The author collected the data through a seven-day week in February 
2004 to c^ture passengers' vaned traveling paEems. Toh and Hu (1988) argued that 
students, as surveyors, may yield a beEer response rate when conducting intercept 
surveys. For this study, the passengers were approached and requested to Ell out a 
standardized quesEonnaire while awaiting embaikaEon.
CooperaEon rate was above 70 percent. The suscepEbleness to non-response of gate 
interviews claimed by Denstadli (2000) was not experienced by the author. Actually the 
author observed that more than half of the passengers surveyed were very willing to 
spend some Eme completing the quesEonnaire while they are waiting fbr embarkation.
Many of the declinaEons occurred when the passenger arnved late or when it was 
close to the boarding time fbr a Eight. Denstadli (2000) had argued that the "last-minute 
passengers" were randomly distnbuted between high- and low-mobility passenger
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groups, business and private travelers, men and women, and so on. In fact, Denstadli 
found that a gate area survey produced similar sample characteristics to those produced 
by on-board interviews. The author did observe some paEems of declinaEon to cooperate. 
First, some passenger got tired after going through the hassle of security checks. Second, 
some passenger were in the middle of some work. Third, some passengers are not into 
surveys either because they thought surveys were useless, or they did not want to give 
away any infbrmaEon personal. However, the author expected that the above passengers 
who did not cooperate were randomly distnbuted between (Efferent passenger groups.
Extrenuty bias was observed during data colle(Eion. Some respondents rated every 
aEribute as six or seven, thinking that everything was important. In such cases, the 
author would restate the instmcEons of the quesEonnaire to the respondent. Interviewer 
bias was also present. For example it was observed that the presence of the author made 
some respondents feel uncomfbrtable giving out income infbrmaEon. In another fbrm of 
response bias, the author fbund that some respondents (Ed not read the quesEonnaire 
instmcEon or Esten to the interviewer's explanaEon at all.
E(EEng and Coding
The StaEsEcal Package fbr Social Sciences (SPSS) fbr Windows version 11.5 was 
used to idenE^ important selecEon attributes fbr U.S. domesEc travelers and to identify 
constmcts beneath the selecEon attnbutes. A ll data were checked fbr omissions, legibility 
and consistency in classiGcaEon. After e(Eting, all data were coded and entered into the 
SPSS data e(Etor.
The author asked the respondents about the attributes that were actually considered 
when the respondents chose a speciEc airline fbr their most recent trip. Thus the
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attributes show varying patterns of attribute selection. Ninety-Eve percent of the 
respondents actually considered "convenient E i^ t time" and "Ecket pnce". On the other 
hand, only about 30% of the respondents considered "Internet access" and "air phone 
onboard". When evaluating the "attnbutes ranking", the author used the onginal answers 
Eom the respondents, i.e. the dataset coding "not considered" as 99 in the SPSS analysis. 
For the remainder of the data analysis, based on recommendaEons Eom this thesis 
commiEee, the "not considered" attributes were recoded to the value of 1, the lowest 
anchor on the 7-point Likert scale used on the survey E)rm. The Erst reason E)r this 
recoding is that the "not considered" factors are ones that did not have importance in the 
respondents' airline selecEon; thus, such factors can be considered least important. Also 
they were recoded as 1 instead of 0 because the author had noted that respondents would 
subsEtute 1 fbr "not considered", when EEing out the quesEonnaire, if  they were told of 
an opEon o f choosing "not considered" during the survey interview. FinaEy the principle 
component analysis that the author used to determine the patterns of correlaEon among 
the 32 selecEon attnbutes treats the "not considered" cases as missing values and 
excludes them list wise. Tabachnick and FideU recommended that if  cases are missing in 
a nonrandom pattern or if  sample size becomes too small, estimaEon is needed (2001, p. 
588). Because of the high amount of variance in the factors the respondents did not 
consider when selecting an airhne, the recoding was essenEal to increase the number of 
usable samples Eom 50 to 321.
Two variables were created based on the comments Eom respondents on the open- 
ended questions. One variable measures atEtude towards the airlines' fbod selling policy, 
with 1 being unfavorable, 2 being indifferent/mixed atEtude, and 3 being favorable or
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acceptable. The other variable classiEes the samples into two groups: Eight time of more 
than two hours and less than two hours.
Analyzing Data
First, the author ran basic Eequency tests to determine the proEle of the domesEc 
travelers. Frequency analysis revealed the demogr^hics and Eavehng paEems of the 
respondents. Also selecEon attributes were ranked based on the mean of the importance 
rating and the chance of a selecEon attribute being considered when choosing an airline. 
Based on the Eequency counts and rankmg, the airline industry should be able to 
understand what attributes domesEc travelers deem important. Some Chi Square tests 
were run to End out the relaEonship between some demogr^hical groups, (e.g. the 
relaEonship between gender and declinaEon to disclose income inE)rmaEon).
Second, independent t-tests and analysis of variance were run to test the eleven 
hypotheses. The author sought to End the difference in impoEance of selecEon attnbutes 
among or between subgroups within gender, length of Eight, income, age, travel 
companion, tnp purpose and Eequency of travel respecEvely. The relaEonships between 
traveler characterisEcs and their willingness to buy Exxl onboard were also determined
Finally, a factor analysis was performed to beEer manage the selecEon attnbutes. 
Factor analysis addresses the problem of analyzing the structure of the interrelaEonships 
(correlaEons) among a large number of variables by defining a set of common underlying 
dimensions, known as factors (Hair, Anderson, Tatham and Black, 1998, p. 90). The goal 
of using factor analysis is to reduce a large number of variables to a small number of 
factors so that the relaEonships among observed variables may be more concisely 
descnbed (Tabachnick and Fidell, p. 585). Principle component analysis was selected
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because the author wanted to obtain an empirical summary of the data set (Tabachnick 
and Fidell, p. 612).
Only factors with eigenvalues of over 1.00 were retained in subsequent analysis. The 
extracted factors were then rotated using the varimax orthogonal rotahon approach to 
simplify the factors, since varimax is the rotation of choice fbr many applicahons and the 
default opEon of packages that have defaults (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001).
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A total of 330 quesEonnaires were collected. Nine of them were unusable fbr 
different reasons. One was answered based on an intemaEonal Eavel experience. O f the 
other eight cases, two respondents had to choose an airline because it was the only airline 
that served the departure airports. Five others were deleted because the flights were either 
chosen by such travel agents as Kroger or AAA, or because the flight was booked by 
others. The last one was deleted because her company requires that everyone flies UiEted 
Airhnes and its partners. Thus there were 321 usable quesEoimaires.
Frequency and DescripEve Results
Demographics
About 59% of the respondents were male and 41% female. Two age groups, 26 to 35 
and 46 to 55, accounted fbr 26% of the total respondents surveyed respecEvely, fbllowed 
by 36 to 45 (23%) and 56 to 65 (15%). The least represented age groups were 18 to 25 
(8%) and over 65 (4%). Twenty-eight percent of the respondents surveyed had an annual 
household income of over $130,000, fallowed by the $75,000 to $99,999 group, which 
accounted fbr approximately 20% of the survey respondents. The least represented group 
was the "less than $34,999", which accounted fbr about 6%. See Table 7.
About 9% of the female respondents refused to disclose then household income, 
compared to only 3.2% of then male coimterparts. A Chi-square test (two-sided = .022,
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signiEcant at a=0.05) shows that there was a relaEonship between gender and declining 
to disclose income infbrmaEon. A crosstabnlaEon table shows that females have a 
posiEve residual in declinmg to answer income quesEons, while the same residual is 
negaEve fbr males. This means that the observed number of females in declining to teE 
income infbrmaEon is greater than males.
Approximately 34% of the male respondents indicated an annual household income 
of more than $130,000, whereas only 19% of female respondents did the same. A Chi- 
square test (two-sidedp = .042, signiEcant at a=0.05) shows that female travelers do earn 
less than their male counterparts.
Table 7 Demographic ProEle
Number %
Gender Total 321 100.0%
Male 188 59.1
Female 130 40.9
Missing 3
Age Total 321 100.0%
18-25 24 7.6
26-35 81 25.6
36-45 72 22.7
46-55 82 25.9
56-65 46 14.5
Over 65 12 3.8
Missing 4
Household Income Total 321 100.0%
befbre taxes Less than $34,999 19 6.3
$35,000-$49,999 34 11.3
$50,000-$74,999 56 18.6
$75,000-$99,999 60 19.9
$100,000-$129,000 48 15.9
Over $130,000 84 27.9
Missing 20
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Traveling and Dining Behavior 
Business travelers accounted fbr 51% of the total respondents surveyed. 
Leisure/vacation travelers account fbr about 37%, and visiting Eiends and reladves fbr 
12%. Most (42%) of the respondents surveyed Eaveled their most recent trip alone. See 
Table 8. Twenty-fbur percent traveled either with their friends or colleagues; 21% of 
them brought only their spouses with them; 12% of them traveled with the family. This 
finding is not consistent with the Endings of Toh and Hu (1988) who fbund that 56% of 
non-FFP members and 62% of FFP members traveled alone. This difference might be 
due to the attracEon of Las Vegas as a tourist destinaEon; thus, many business persons 
may bring either their spouses or 6mihes during a business trip.
In regard to the respondents' most recent Eight, around 16% of the air travel was less 
than two hours and around 70% was on direct Eights. Approximately 17% of the 
respondents surveyed made zero or one trip by air. Around 32% of them made eight or 
more round trips by air in that year. The airlines chosen fbr their most recent flight were 
Northwest Airlines (20%), Delta A ir Lines and Alaska Airlines (both approximately 
19%), Continental Airlines (15%), other m^or airlines such as American and United 
(12%), and low cost airlines such as Southwest and JetBlue (15%). Also see Table 8.
DescripEve staEsEcs show that the median number of Eights taken in the year 2003 
was fbur, with a median trip length of 1,232 miles. See Table 9. However, the mean 
number of trips was 10.8 and the mean Eight length was 1308 miles. The mean was 
posiEvely skewed because business travelers were overrepresented in the survey. A  few 
business travelers took more than 100 round trips in 2003. However, these cases were 
retained since these Eavelers did actually make that number of trips. The passengers'
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intenEon to Ey again was very high, with 7 being the median and 6.13 being the mean, on 
a 7-point Likert scale.
Chi-square tests were run to explore the relaEonship between gender and trip 
purpose, trips with stop-overs, trips of more or less than two hours, Eavel companion, and 
number o f trips made in 2003. SigniEcant p-values were fbund in Eavel companion 
(one-sided ̂  = 0.0385, signiEcant at a=0.05), "number of trips made in 2003" (two-sided 
p <0.0005, signiEcant at a=0.001), and "trip purpose" (two-sided p-value <0.0005, 
signiEcant at o=0.001). It seems that more males travel alone than females. It was also 
clear that most of the males' trips were fbr business purposes, while most of the females' 
tnps were fbr leisure/vacaEon purposes. Males also made signiEcanEy more trips in 2003 
than did females.
In terms of theE likelihood of purchasing Exxl onboard, the respondents surveyed 
indicated a score of 3.55 on a 7-point scale (see Table 8). Twenty-six percent of the 
respondents surveyed would not buy fbod at all, while 11% indicated that it was very 
likely that they would do so. However, when asked about theE eating habits when Eying, 
44% of the respondents surveyed preferred "eating whatever E oEered Eee onboard". 
Only 1.6% of them chose "buy onboard". Around 32% of the respondents surveyed 
would use airport restaurants to saEsfy theE dining needs. Respondents' atEtudes 
reEected Eom the open-ended quesEon showed that each type of atEtude accounted fbr 
^xproximately one third of the total. (See Table 10)
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Table 8 Frequencies of Traveling Attributes
Number %
Trip purpose
Total 321 100.0%
Business 160 50.5
Leisure/V acation 116 36.6
Visiting Eiends/relatives 38 12.0
Others 3 .9
Missing 4
Whom traveled with
Total 321 100.0%
Alone 134 41.9
Friends/Colleagues 76 23.8
Spouse only 68 21.3
Family with no infiants 30 9.4
Family with inAnt(s) 8 2.5
Others 4 1.3
Missing 1
Flight time
Total 321 100.0%
Under two hours 51 15.9
Over two hours 269 84.1
Missing 1
Stop-over
Total 321 100.0%
With Stop-over 96 30.1
Non-stop 223 69.9
Missing 2
Number of trips
Total 321 100.0%
0-1 trip 54 17.1
2-3 trips 84 26.6
4-7 trips 76 24.1
8-18 trips 52 16.5
20-180 trips 50 15.8
Missing 5
Airlines flown
Total 321 100.0%
Alaska 58 18.5
Contineotal 47 15.0
Delta 61 19.4
Northwest 64 20.4
United 13 4.1
JetBlue 28 8.9
Other mayors 24 7.6
Low cost aElines 19 6.1
Missing 7
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Table 9 DescripEves of Traveling Behavior
Number Mean Median
Number o f trips Total 321
Valid 316 10.79 4.0
Missing 5
Tnp lengEi Total 321
Valid 320 1308 1232
Missing 1
IntenEon to Ëy Total 321
again Valid 319 6.13 7
Missing 2
Likelihood of Total 310
buying fbod Valid 310 3.55 4.0
onboard Missing 0
/Voie. IntenEon to Ëy again and Likelihood to buy fbod onboard on a Likert scale l=least 
important to 7=most important
Table 10 Frequency of Passengers' Dining Habits and AtEtudes
Number %
EaEng habits Total 310 100.0%
Eat whatever Eee 136 43.9
Eat in airport restaurant 64 20.6
Pack own 40 12.9
Buy onboard 4 1.3
Buy in airport restaurant 
& bring on board
35 11.3
Eat at home 2 .6
Do not eat 5 1.6
Fly Erst class 6 1.9
Missing 0 0
AtEtudes Total 310 100.0%
Unfavorable/against the policy 105 33.9
Mixed atEtude/ indiflerent 103 33.2
Favorable/ acceptable 102 32.9
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Attnbutes Rankmg
The attribute rankings were based on the Eequency output obtained Eom the SPSS 
analysis. The author made two rankings. First, the attributes were ranked based on the 
importance placed on each of the attributes by the respondents. Second, the attributes 
were ranked based on the percentage of the respondents who considered the attnbutes 
when they chose the aEline E»r theE most recent Eights. The rankings are listed in Tables 
11 and 12.
Nineteen out of the 32 attributes have a mean of greater than E*ur, led by Ecket price 
and safety record. The author was able to idenEfy some discrepancies among some 
attributes between the two rankings. Safety record and security were rated second and 
third in ranking based on mean, but they were ranked much lower in the other. It seems 
obvious that these two attnbutes are important, but some travelers take safety and 
security fbr granted instead of actually considering them when choosing an aEline. 
Convenient flight time was considered by the higjhest number of respondents, but it 
ranked eighth in the ranking based on the mean. Other attributes showed comparable 
results across the two ranking methods.
Comparing with the studies of Gialloreto and Doganis (1991), the author fbund that 
Ecket price, check-in service and FFP gained importance as attributes fbr the domesEc aE 
travelers to consider when choosing an aEline. On the other hand, the author fbund that 
in-flight service, atEtude of staÊ  Eequency of Eights, aircraA type decreased in 
importance compared with studies of Gialloreto and Doganis (1991). Other attnbutes 
remained reasonably consistent compared with the studies of the above two researchers.
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Table 11
Ranking Attributes Mean
1 Ticket price 6.0165
2 Safety record 5.7663
3 Security 5.7277
4 Few or no stop-overs 5.7162
5 EfEcient check-in process 5.7021
6 Good past experience 5.6241
7 Frequent Eyer program 5.5628
8 Convenient flight time 5.5033
9 EfBcient reservaEon process 5.4286
10 Image of good service 5.3279
11 On time 5.1931
12 Legroom 4.9916
13 Fnendly Eight attendants 4.9824
14 Seat width 4.9476
15 Fnendly terminal stafT 4.9312
16 Helpful terminal staff 4.8519
17 HelpEil flight attendants 4.7671
18 Many Eight opEons 4.5044
19 RecommendaEon Ex)m others 4.4356
20 Overhead storage 3.9081
21 Able to work during Eight 3.8481
22 AircraA type 3.7733
23 Movie 3.0894
24 TV 3.0270
25 Music 3.0087
26 Free meal 2.9938
27 Magazine/newspaper 2.9576
28 Entertainment onboard 2.9554
29 Leather seat 2.7459
30 Internet 2.4545
31 Meal fbr sale 2.1484
32 Airphone 2.0968
Note: Likert scale l=least important to 7=most important;
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Attributes Ranking Based on Percentage of Respondents' Considermf 
j\tbitnite WtKm Sedec1inf;aiij\irluie
Ranking Attributes % being considered
1 Convenient flight time 95.6
2 Ticket price 95.0
3 Few or no stop-overs 92.5
4 EfGcient check-in process 88.8
5 Good past experience 88.8
6 EfBcient reservation process 87.9
7 On time 82.6
8 Safety record 81.9
9 Frequent flyer program 77.9
10 Image of good service 77.9
11 Legroom 74.8
12 Many flight options 73.8
13 Security 73.5
14 Seat width 72.0
15 Friendly flight attendants 70.7
16 Helpful flight attendants 68.2
17 Friendly terminal staH" 67.9
18 Helpful terminal stafF 67.3
19 Overhead storage 57.9
20 Aircraft type 54.5
21 Recommendation h"om others 51.7
22 Free meal 50.8
23 Able to work during flight 50.2
24 Meal for sale 39.9
25 Movie 38.6
26 Leather seat 38.3
27 Magazine/newspaper 36.8
28 Music 36.4
29 Entertainment onboard 34.9
30 TV 34.6
31 Internet 30.8
32 Airphone 29.6
]Nk)te:]Likeit scale l==k%astiinpM)rtant k) 7=Tiiostiwiq)ortant;
Other attributes that the respondents named in an open-ended question included: 
airport served; connecting options; airline's overbook policy; ease of upgrade and ease of 
bonus use; employer preferred airline; seat selection/assigned seating; Grst class service;
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hometown carrier; baggage handling; type of people that fly the airlines; communications 
during delays, etc; first class perks; cleanliness, etc.
Hypotheses Testing
Hypothesis 1 - The important selection attributes w ill vary across the different length of 
flight groups.
Independent sample t-tests were run to determine length of Eight group differences in 
perception of the importance of the 32 attributes. T-tests revealed statistically significant 
(a=0.05) differences between "less than two hours" and "more than two hours" groups on 
two of the 32 attributes. See table 13. Free meal was rated more important by the "more 
than two hours" group (M=2.0706, SD=1.6410,/? =.037) than the "less than two hours" 
group. The "more than two hours" group (M=4.5985, SD=2.4209,/?=.025) also rated 
security signiEcantly more important than the other group.
The author also noted that the "less than two hours" and "more than two hours" 
groups did not rate "few or no stop-overs" and "ticket price" equally important.
Compared with "less than two hours" group, the "more than two hours group" rated 
noticeably higher the importance of "few or no stop-overs" (M=5.4610, SD=1.8915, 
p=.054) and "ticket price" (M=5.8253, SD=1.6738,p=.068). However, the null 
hypotheses were not rejected since it was not signiEcant.
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Selection attributes
Mean SD
t df
< 2 hours > 2 hours < 2 hours > 2 hours
Convenient Eight time 5.3137 5.2900 1.9338 1.7141 .089 318 .929
Few or no stop-overs 4.7451 5.4610 2.4726 1.8915 -1.962 61.569 .054
On time 4.3725 4.3866 2.2800 2.2426 -.041 318 .967
Many flight options 3.4706 3.4906 2.1294 2.1882 -.060 318 .952
Aircraft type 2.1373 2.5502 2.8113 1.9050 -1.430 318 .154
Free meal 1.6078 2.0706 1.3868 1.6410 -2.119 79.031 .037*
Meal for sale 1.3137 1.4796 0.9484 1.1183 -.993 318 .321
Overhead storage 2.3137 2.7435 1.7832 2.0564 -1.538 77.475 .128
Legroom 3.6667 4.0112 2.1417 2.3123 -.987 318 .325
Seat width 3.5294 3.8662 2.3354 2.3509 -.939 318 .348
Leather seat 1.9412 1.6059 1.7136 1.3302 1.323 61.927 .191
Movie 1.6078 1.8327 1.3576 1.5567 -.964 318 .336
Music 1.5686 1.7435 1.3305 1.4753 -.788 318 .431
Magazine/newspaper 1.7059 1.7175 1.5401 1.4462 -.052 318 .959
TV 1.7451 1.6877 1.4811 1.5084 .250 318 .803
Entertainment onboard 1.6471 1.6840 1.3686 1.4989 -.164 318 .870
Internet 1.4314 1.4461 1.0441 1.2163 -.081 318 .936
Airphone 1.3725 1.3011 1.1129 0.8522 .521 318 .603
Efficient reservation process 4.7059 4.8922 2.2208 1.9811 -.604 318 .546
Efficient check-in process 5.1569 5.1264 2.0916 2.0146 .098 318 .922
Safety record 4.4902 4.9517 2.3184 2.2447 -1.339 318 .181
Security 3.7647 4.5985 2.3882 2.4209 -2.260 318 .025*
Ticket price 5.2549 5.8253 2.0673 1.6738 -1.858 63.018 .068
Frequent Eyer program 4.3725 4.5316 2.3406 2.5851 -.437 75.052 .663
Image of good service 4.2157 4.3457 3.2831 2.1964 -.385 318 .700
Recommendation &om others 2.4118 2.8067 2.0993 2.1423 -1.211 318 .227
Good past experience 4.9020 5.0892 2.0905 2.0017 -.608 318 .543
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Able to work during flight 2.2157 2.4349 1.7699 1.9832 -.736 318 .462
Helpful flight attendants 3.3922 3.6059 2.2546 2.1564 -.644 318 .520
Helpful terminal staff 3.5490 3.6022 2.3179 2.1618 -.159 318 .874
Friendly flight attendants 3.5294 3.8736 2.3440 2.2157 -1.008 318 .314
Friendly terminal staŜ 3.4314 3.7175 2.3260 2.2063 -.842 318 .401
Note. Likert scale l=least important to 7=most important; * =p<.05, two-tailed
n y
o
Hypothesis 2 - The important selection attributes will vary across the diEerent trip 
purpose groups.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine if  there were 
diEerences among the three trip purpose groups on each of the 32 selection attributes.
Assumptions for running an ANOVA are that independent random samples have been 
taken Eom each population, the populations are normal, and that the population variances 
are all equal. Although this research was done through convenience sampling, each 
respondent was ^rproached only once and only one person was chosen to Enish the 
questionnaire if  the respondents were traveling in groups. The author believed that the 
survey respondents were independent Eom each other. In practice, ANOVA is not 
heavily dependent upon the normality assumption. This assumption was satisEed also 
because this research had a relaEvely large sample size.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were diEerences among the three 
trip purpose groups on each of the 32 selecEon attributes. SigniEcant diEerences were 
found for Eve of the 32 attributes: convenient flight time (F=3.486,/?<.05), Eee meal 
(F=2.804,^.05), magazine/newspaper (F=3.474,j?<.05), Ecket price (F=8.316,/?<.001), 
and able to work during flight (F=l 1.322, /?<.001). See Table 14 E)r ANOVA results.
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Table 14 Analysis of Variance of Trip Purpose Groups
SelecEon attributes Business
Mean
Leisure/vacaEon VFR F
Convenient Eight time 5.5688 5.1552 4.6579 3.486 .016*
Few or no stop-overs 5.3000 5.5862 , 4.6316 2.444 .064
On time 4.3000 4.3621 4.5000 .274 .844
Many Eight opEons 3.5250 3.3621 3.7632 .352 .788
AircraA type 2.4188 2.6379 2.2368 .730 .535
Free meal 1.7500 2.3103 2.0263 2.804 .040*
Meal for sale 1.3313 1.5862 1.5526 1.531 .206
Overhead storage 2.6500 2.7414 2.6053 .174 .914
Legroom 3.6875 4.3103 3.8421 1.931 .125
Seat width 3.6000 4.1121 3.5789 2.081 .103
Leather seat 1.6688 1.7500 1.3158 .985 .400
Movie 1.6000 2.0345 1.7368 2.208 .087
Music 1.5125 1.9138 1.7632 2.000 .11/1
Magazine/newspaper 1.4500 1.9828 1.9211 3.474 .016*
TV 1.6188 1.8707 1.5000 1.102 .348
Entertainment onboard 1.5875 1.8621 1.4211 1.410 .240
Internet 1.3938 1.5345 1.3684 .508 .677
Airphone 1.2625 1.3621 1.3158 .406 .749
EEicient reservaEon process 4.7750 5.0345 4.5263 1.259 288
EfEcient check-in process 5.0625 5.3879 4.4737 2.392 .069
Safety record 4.6500 5.1207 4.9211 1.406 .241
Security 4.1063 4.7845 4.9211 2.508 .059
Ticket price 5.2688 6.2672 5.9474 8.316 .000**
Frequent Eyer program 4.9188 4.1466 3.8947 2.959 .033
Image of good service 4.0250 4.5603 4.6316 2.516 .058
RecommendaEoo Aom others 2.5438 3.0000 3.0000 1.877 .133
Good past expenence 5.0875 4.9397 5.2895 .397 .755
Able to work during fhght 2.9625 1.9224 1.4211 11.322 .000**
Helpful Eight attendants 3.5250 3.6293 3.6842 .154 .927
Helpful terminal staff 3.5000 3.7241 3.7368 .359 .783
Fnendly Eight attendants 3.7000 3.9310 3.9737 .583 .626
Fncndly terminal staff 3.5250 3.8534 3.8684 .677 .567
Note. Likert scale l=least important to 7=most important; * j?<.05. **/?<.0005
Levene staEsEcs were used to test the homogeneity of variance assumpEon. Equal 
variance was rejected if  the Levene staEsEc was significant (o=0.05). For the attributes 
found to have unequal variance, the Tamhane's T2 mulEple comparison procedure was 
used to End out which groups were different Eom each other. FiAeen attributes were
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found to have unequal variance (see Table 15). In contrast, equal variance was assumed 
i f  the Levene staEstic was not signiEcant. For the seventeen attributes meeting this 
condiEon, Bonferroni mulEple comparison procedure was used to End how different each 
group was. See Table 15 for results.
Table 15 Test of Homogeneity of Variances (by trip purposes)
Levene
StaEsEc dfl dfZ Sig.
Convenient Eight Erne 1.363 3 313 .254
Few or no stop-overs 2.102 3 313 .100
On Erne .614 3 313 .606
Many Eight opEons .218 3 313 .884
AircraA type 2.156 3 313 .093
Free meal 7.941 3 313 .000*
Meal for sale 4.214 3 313 .006*
Overhead storage .608 3 313 .610
Legroom 2.304 3 313 .077
Seat width 2.574 3 313 .054
Leather seat 3.938 3 313 .009*
Movie 5.811 3 313 .001*
Music 5.494 3 313 .001*
Magazine/newspaper 11.092 3 313 .000*
TV 3.192 3 313 .024*
Entertainment onboard 3.397 3 313 .018*
Internet 1.314 . 3 313 .270
Airphone 1.397 3 313 .244
EfEcient reservaEon process 3.458 3 313 .017*
EfEcient check-in process 3.208 3 313 .023*
Safety record 3.261 3 313 .022*
Security 1.284 3 313 280
Ticket price 17.053 3 313 .000*
Frequent Eyer program 1.341 3 313 .261
Image of good service 2.687 3 313 .047*
RecommendaEon Eom others 6.987 3 313 .000*
Good past experience 1.397 3 313 .244
Able to work during Eight 23.851 3 313 .000*
Helpful Eight attendants .684 3 313 .563
Helpful terminal staE" .888 3 313 .447
Friendly Eight aEendants 2.035 3 313 .109
Friendly terminal staff .823 3 313 .482
Note. * = Equal variance not assumed on .05 signiEcance level
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Bonferroni mnlEple comparison test results showed that travelers visiting Aiends &  
relaAves were less likely to perceive "convenient flight time" as important as business 
travelers do (p = .021). No difference was discovered between business and 
leisure/vacation travelers in terms of importance of convenient flight time. No diSerence 
was detected in terms of importance of Aequent Ayer programs among different trip 
purpose groups.
The Tamhane T2 mulEple comparison test was for the other attributes, for which 
equal variance was not assumed. It seemed that the leisure/vacaEon travelers rated Ecket 
pnce (p <.0005), Aee meal (p = .037) and magazine/newspzqier (p = .024) onboard as 
more important than the business travelers did. On the other hand, the business travelers 
attach more importance on being able to work during the flight than the leisure/vacaEon 
travelers and travelers visiting Aiends and relaEves (p<.0005).
Hypothesis 3 - The important selecEon attributes will vary across the different age 
groups.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the six 
age groups on each of the 32 selecEon attributes. SigniEcant differences were found for 
two of the 32 attributes: in-Aight entertainment (F=2.422,p<.05), and Aequent Ayer 
program membership (F=2.786,p<.05). See Table 16 for ANOVA results.
Levene staEsEcs were used to test the homogeneity of variance assumpEon. See 
Table 17 for the test of homogeneity of variance.
Bonferroni mulEple comparison test results showed that age group of 18-25 did not 
rate Aequent Ayer program membership as important as did age groups of 36-45 (p=.031)
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and 46-55 (p =.007), when choosing one airline over others. No other difference was 
discovered.
Tamhane T2 mulEple comparison test was conducted for the other 16 attributes, of 
which equal variance was not assumed. It was found that the age group of 56-65 cared 
less about in-flight entertainment than did the age groups of 26-35 (p =.007) and 36-45 (p 
=.047).
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SelecEon atbibutes 18-25 26-35
Mean 
36-45 46-55 56-65 >65 F
Convenient Eight time 5.3333 5.1852 5.4722 5.3415 5.2391 4.5833 .625 .681
Few or no stop-overs 5.1250 5.5309 5.6111 5.1463 5.3043 4.5833 .935 .447
On Erne 4.6667 4.1728 4.4861 4.3537 4.3913 4.0000 .309 .907
Many Eight opEons 3.8333 3.6543 3.3056 3.6585 2.9130 3.9167 1.152 .333
AircraA type 2.7500 2.1975 2.4444 2.6951 2.1957 3.8333 2.142 .060
Free meal 2.6667 1.9630 1.9306 1.8780 1.7609 3.0000 2.113 .064
Meal for sale 1.4167 1.4691 1.4444 1.4268 1.5000 1.5833 .068 .997
Overhead storage 2.5417 2.4568 2.6111 2.5488 3.1522 3.2500 1.004 .415
Legroom 4.4167 3.7284 3.7917 3.7927 4.1957 5.1667 1.289 .268
Seat width 4.0833 3.4198 3.8056 3.8293 3.9348 4.7500 .920 .468
Leather seat 1.3750 1.4568 1.8333 1.7317 1.6739 1.5000 .847 .517
Movie 1.9583 2.0247 1.8056 1.6707 1.4565 1.2500 1.343 .246
Music 2.6167 1.8519 1.7083 1.5488 1.4348 1.3333 1.396 .226
Magazine/newspaper 1.9583 1.6667 1.7222 1.8049 1.3696 1.8333 .761 .578
TV 1.6667 1.9259 1.8472 1.5122 1.4130 1.2500 1.354 .241
Entertainment onboard 1.6667 1.9753 1.8611 1.5000 1.1957 1.2500 2.422 .036*
Internet 1.2500 1.6667 1.4444 1.3171 1.3261 1.5000 .992 .423
Airphone 1.2500 1.3827 1.2083 1.4878 1.0870 1.2500 1.539 .178
EfEcient reservaEon process 5.4167 4.7654 4.8472 4.6707 5.0435 5.1667 .673 .644
EfEcient check-in process 5.7500 5.0123 5.3056 4.8659 5.0870 5.3333 .915 .472
Safety record 5.6250 4.4815 5.1667 4.9268 4.4130 5.2500 1.730 .127
Security 5.2917 4.2593 4.4028 4.4512 4.1957 5.2500 1.033 .398
Ticket price 5.8750 6.0247 5.6667 5.5488 5.7826 5.1667 .936 .458
Frequent Eyer program 2.8333 4.4198 4.6667 4.9024 4.6522 3.9167 2.786 .018*
Image of good service 4.9583 4.5432 4.3056 4.0854 4.0870 4.0833 .881 .494
RecommendaEon Aom others 3.4583 2.7284 2.4306 2.6220 2.8696 2.7500 .932 .461
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Table 17 Test of Homoeeneitv of Variances (by Aeel
Levene
StaEsEc dfl dfZ Sig.
Convenient Eight Erne .748 5 311 .588
Few or no stop4)vers 1.599 5 311 .160
On time .502 5 311 .775
Many Eight opEons 1.008 5 311 .413
AircraA type 2.273 5 311 .047*
Free meal 2.594 5 311 .026*
Meal for sale .278 5 311 .925
Overhead storage .440 5 311 .820
Legroom 3.434 5 311 .005*
Seat width 1.285 5 311 .270
Leather seat 2.729 5 311 .020*
Movie 5.100 5 311 .000*
Music 5.147 5 311 .000*
Magazine/newspaper 2.811 5 311 .017*
TV 4.580 5 311 .000*
Entertainment onboard 9.894 5 311 .000*
Internet 3.287 5 311 .007*
Airphone 6.209 5 311 .000*
EfEcient reservaEon process 1.409 5 311 .221
EfEcient check-in process 2.164 5 311 .058
Safety record 1.788 5 311 .115
Security 1.106 5 311 .357
Ticket price 2.551 5 311 .028*
Frequent Eyer program 2.038 5 311 .073
Image of good service 2.028 5 311 .075
RecommendaEon Aom others 1.136 5 311 .341
Good past experience 3.211 5 311 .008*
Able to work during Eight 5.460 5 311 .000*
Helpful Eight attendants 2.002 5 311 .078
Helpful terminal staff 3.120 5 311 .009*
Friendly Eight attendants 1.858 5 311 .101
Friendly terminal staff 2.716 5 311 .020*
Note. * = Equal variance not assumed on .05 signiEcance level.
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Hypothesis 4 - The important selection attributes will vaiy across the household income 
groups.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were diEerences among the six 
household income groups in rating the importance of each of the 32 selecEon attributes. 
SigniEcant differences were found for four of the 32 attributes: good past experience 
(F=2.885,/y=.015), Ecket price (F=2.807, p=.017), efEcient check-in process (F=2.244, 
j?=.05), and Aequent Eyer program membership (F=12.295,/?<.0005). See Table 18 for 
ANOVA results.
Levene staEsEcs were used to test the homogeneity of variance assumpEon. See 
Table 19 for the test of homogeneity of variance.
The Bonferroni mulEple comparison test was run on the importance of the attributes, 
for which equal variance was assumed. However, no signiEcant difference was found 
among the different income groups toward the importance that they gave to the several 
attributes.
The Tamhane T2 mulEple comparison test was run on the importance of the attributes 
of which equal variance was not assumed among the different income groups. Leather 
seat was considered to be more important by $100,000-129,999 income group than the 
"less than $34,999" income group (p =.047). Travelers with more than $130,000 
household income were found to aEach less importance to Ecket price than did Aavelers 
of household incomes of either less than $34,999 (p =.002) or between $50,000 and 
$74,000 (p =.031). Travelers with household income of less than $34,999 were found to 
give less importance to Aequent Eyer program than other Eve income groups did (p 
<.0005). Travelers with more than $130,000 household income were found to attach less
80
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importance to a good past experience than did those travelers who have household 
incomes of between $75,000 and $99,999 (p =.001) when it comes to choosing an airline 
to Ey.
Hypothesis 5- The important selecEon attributes will vary across the different 
"companion of Eavel" groups.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the Eve 
"companion of Eavel" groups on each of the 32 selecEon attributes. SigniEcant 
differences were found for three of the 32 attributes: E-ee meal (F=3.120,p<.01), meal for 
sale (F=3.540, jyc.Ol), and Ecket pnce (F=2.276,p<.05). See Table 20 for ANOVA 
results.
Levene staEsEcs were used to test the homogeneity of variance assumpEon. See 
Table 21 for the test of homogeneity of variance.
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Selection attributes Less than 
$34,999
$35,000-
$49,999
$50,000-
$74,999
$75,000-
$99,999
$100,000-
$129,999
Over
$130,000
F
Convenient Eight time 5.0526 5.2941 5.3214 5.5000 5.0208 5.3452 .501 .776
Few or no stop-overs 5.5789 5.6176 5.5893 5.4000 4.6667 5.3214 1.452 .206
On time 4.7368 3.9412 4.5179 4.7000 4.3542 3.9405 1.250 .286
Many Eight options 3.6316 3.4412 3.6786 3.9500 3.3958 3.1310 1.120 .350
AircraA type 2.4737 2.5588 2.3929 2.4833 2.7917 2.2976 .452 .811
Free meal 2.6316 2.2059 2.0000 1.8167 2.1250 1.8214 1.102 .360
Meal for sale 1.2632 1.7059 1.3571 1.3333 1.6042 1.4286 .891 .487
Overhead storage 2.3684 2.9706 2.4464 2.6167 2.5417 2.7500 .434 .825
Legroom 4.2632 4.2941 3.6607 4.0833 4.0833 3.7619 .594 .705
Seat width 4.4737 3.7647 3.5893 4.1333 3.8333 3.5238 .884 .492
Leather seat 1.1579 1.4706 1.6786 1.6333 2.0208 1.6905 1.249 .286
Movie 1.8421 1.7647 1.8214 1.8333 2.0625 1.5595 .709 .617
Music 2.2632 1.7647 1.6250 1.5833 2.0417 1.5000 1.546 .175
Magazine/newspaper 1.9474 1.8235 1.6429 1.6667 1.7292 1.6310 .225 .951
TV 1.4737 1.5000 1.6250 1.8167 1.9375 1.5000 .846 .518
Entertainment onboard 1.1737 1.6176 1.5893 1.8000 1.9375 1.4762 .843 .520
Internet 1.1579 1.6471 1.2857 1.4167 1.4792 1.5119 .675 .643
Airphone 1.2105 1.5000 1.1071 1.1833 1.5417 1.3095 1.938 .088
EfEcient reservation process 5.3684 5.0588 4.5357 5.2500 4.6250 4.6667 1.337 .249
EfEcient check-in process 5.9474 5.2647 4.8393 5.6500 4.9375 4.8095 2.244 .050*
Safety record 6.0000 4.9118 4.8214 4.7000 4.8958 4.6667 1.158 .330
Security 5.6842 4.7353 4.5000 4.1000 4.2292 4.1667 1.585 .164
Ticket price 6.4737 5.7353 6.1250 5.8667 5.4583 5.2500 2.807 .017*
Frequent Eyer program 1.0000 4.0294 3.9021 4.8167 5.4167 5.1548 12.295 .000**
Image of good service 4.7895 4.6176 4.5357 4.4500 4.5417 3.6786 1.972 .083
Recommendation Aom others 2.9474 2.9706 3.0000 2.7167 3.1250 2.1310 2.001 .079
Good past experience 4.8421 4.8529 5.1071 5.7833 5.0208 4.5238 2.885 .015*
Able to work during Eight 1.9474 2.0588 1.8750 2.5667 2.7292 2.6667 1.985 .081
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3 Helpful terminal staff 3.6842 4.0588 3.5714 3.5667 3.6250 3.2262 .776 .568
O Friendly Eight attendants 3.9474 4.4118 3.8214 4.0167 3.6250 3.3690 1.343 .246
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CD Friendly terminal staff 3.5789 4.2647 3.6786 3.7167 3.4375 3.3571 .920 .468
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Note: Likert scale 1-least important to 7=most important; */?<.05. **/K .0005
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Table 19 Incomel
Levene
StaEsEc dfl df2 Sig.
Convenient Eight time 1.029 5 295 .400
Few or no stop-overs 1.042 5 295 .393
On time .936 5 295 .458
Many Eight options 1.477 5 295 .197
AircraA type 1.638 5 295 .150
Free meal 2.127 5 295 .062
Meal for sale 3.753 5 295 .003*
Overhead storage 1.597 5 295 .161
Legroom .731 5 295 .601
Seat width 1.255 5 295 .283
Leather seat 5.191 5 295 .000*
Movie 1.933 5 295 .089
Music 5.013 5 295 .000*
Magazine/newspaper .520 5 295 .761
TV 2.317 5 295 .044*
Entertainment onboard 2.750 5 295 .019*
Internet 2.664 5 295 .023*
Airphone 7.579 5 295 .000*
EfEcient reservaEon process 1.788 5 295 .115
EfEcient check-in process 3.106 5 295 .009*
Safety record 3.225 5 295 .008*
Security 3.827 5 295 .002*
Ticket price 5.810 5 295 .000*
Frequent Eyer program 19.025 5 295 .000*
Image of good service 1.629 5 295 .152
RecommendaEon Aom others 5.161 5 295 .000*
Good past experience 4.160 5 295 .001*
Able to work during Eight 5.405 5 295 .000*
Helpful Eight attendants .755 5 295 .583
Helpful terminal staA .278 5 295 .925
Friendly flight attendants .151 5 295 .980
Friendly terminal staff .275 5 295 .927
Note. * = Equal variance not assumed on .05 signiEcance level.
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Selection attributes
alone F/C
Mean
spouse Oinfant infant(s)
F
Convenient flight time 5.5224 5.2500 5.1324 5.0333 4.2500 1.294 .266
Few or no stop-overs 5.4627 5.2632 5.1176 5.7000 4.3750 1.294 .286
On time 4.4403 4.1974 4.3676 4.6667 4.6250 .437 .823
Many flight opEwis 3.4776 3.4868 3.4118 3.5333 3.8750 .166 .975
AircraA type 2.3433 2.1711 2.9853 2.6000 2.7500 1.649 .147
Free meal 1.8358 1.8553 2.0294 2.4333 3.0000 3.120 .009**
Meal for sale 1.4104 1.4211 1.3529 1.5333 3.0000 3.540 .004**
Overhead storage 2.7910 2.3684 2.4853 2.8667 3.5000 1.239 .291
Legroom 4.0299 3.5395 4.0147 4.1333 5.2500 1.107 .356
Scat width 3.9403 3.3421 3.9118 4.1000 3.8750 .832 .528
Leather seat 1.7388 1.3421 1.7500 1.5667 2.5000 1.837 .105
Movie 1.6866 1.8553 1.7500 2.0333 2.6250 .900 .481
Music 1.6493 1.7368 1.6912 1.7667 2.7500 1.091 .365
Magazine/newsp )̂er 1.6642 1.5395 1.7941 2.0333 2.1250 .710 .616
TV 1.5672 1.8421 1.6765 1.8000 2.2500 .665 .651
Entertainment onboard 1.6194 1.8553 1.4412 1.8667 2.2500 1.029 .401
Internet 1.4403 1.5263 1.3824 1.3333 1.7500 .265 .932
Airphone 1.3134 1.3026 1.2353 1.4667 1.7500 .747 .589
Efficient reservation process 4.9254 4.7237 4.9559 4.7333 4.1250 .740 .594
Efficient check-in process 5.1567 4.9342 5.2059 5.1667 5.1250 .531 .753
Safety record 4.7537 4.4605 5.1912 5.5000 5.0000 1.753 .122
Security 4.3209 4.0000 4.8676 5.1333 4.6250 1.643 .148
Ticket price 5.4403 5.6579 6.1765 6.2667 5.8750 2.276 .047*
Frequent Ayer program 4.8209 4.5000 4.3088 4.2667 3.1250 1.304 .262
Image of good service 4.4328 4.0658 4.2794 5.5667 4.3750 .487 .786
Recommendation Aom others 2.7761 2.5658 2.6029 3.2000 3.3750 .591 .707
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Good past experience 5.1791 5.0526 4.8676 5.1000 4.3750 .575 .719
Able to work during flight 2.7015 2.3158 2.1029 1.7333 2.8750 1.962 .084
HelpfW flight attendants 3.6567 3.1711 3.4853 3.8000 4.5000 1.591 .162
Helpful terminal staff 3.7761 3.1842 3.3824 3.9000 4.5000 1.279 .273
Friendly Aight attendants 3.9776 3.3816 3.5441 4.3000 4.7500 1.831 .106
Friendly terminal staff 3.7388 3.3816 3.5147 4.0000 4.7500 .912 .473
Note: Likert scale l=least important to 7=most inqmrtant; */><.05. **p<.01
Table 21 Test of Homoeeneitv of Variances (bv Whom traveled with)
Levene
StaEsEc
dfl dfZ Sig.
Convenient Eight Erne .810 5 314 .543
Few or no stop-overs 2.398 5 314 .037*
On Erne .707 5 314 .618
Many Eight opEons .739 5 314 .595
AircraA type 1.985 5 314 .081
Free meal 3.483 5 314 .004*
Meal for sale 2.000 5 314 .078
Overhead storage 1.552 5 314 .173
Legroom .776 5 314 .567
Seat width .682 5 314 .637
Leather seat 5.282 5 314 .000*
Movie 1.231 5 314 .294
Music 1.147 5 314 .335
Magazine/newspaper 1.466 5 314 .201
TV 1.249 5 314 .286
Entertainment onboard 1.919 5 314 .091
Internet .843 5 314 .520
Airphone 1.833 5 314 .106
EfEcient reservaEon process .938 5 314 .457
EfEcient check-in process 2.124 5 314 .062
Safety record 2.478 5 314 .032*
Security .938 5 314 .456
Ticket price 6.489 5 314 .000*
Frequent Eyer program 2.156 5 314 .059
Image of good service 2.330 5 314 .042*
RecommendaEon Aom others .772 5 314 .570
Good past experience 1.149 5 314 .334
Able to work during Eight 3.842 5 314 .002*
Helpful Eight attendants .548 5 314 .740
Helpful terminal staff 1.416 5 314 218
Friendly Eight aEendants 1.092 5 314 .365
Friendly terminal staff 1.858 5 314 .101
TVbfe. * = Equal variance not assumed on .05 signiEcance level.
Hypothesis 6- The important selecEon attributes will vary across the different "Eequency 
of travel" groups.
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ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the Eve 
"Eequency of travel" groups on each of the 32 selecEon attributes. SigniEcant 
differences were found for Eve of the 32 attributes: meal for sale (F=2.479,p=.044), 
security (F=3.272,p=.012) able to work during the flight (F = ll.436,p<.0005), E-equent 
Eyer program membership (F=l 1.852, p<.0005), and Ecket pnce (F=7.060,^.0005). 
See Table 22 for ANOVA results.
Levene staEsEcs were used to test the homogeneity of variance assumpEon. See 
Table 23 for the test of homogeneity of variance.
The Bonferroni mulEple comparison test was run on the importance of the attributes, 
for which equal variance was assumed. However, no signiEcant difference was found 
among different "number of trips" groups toward the importance that they place on the 
attributes.
The Tamhane T2 mulEple comparison test was conducted on the importance of the 
attributes, of which equal variance was not assumed among the different "number of 
trips" groups. Travelers who made 8-18 trips were found to attach less importance to 
"food for sale" than those who made no more than one trip (p=.009).
Passengers who made more than 20 round trips a year gave less importance to Ecket 
pnce than did passengers who made no more than three trips a year (p ̂ 002). Travelers 
who made 20-180 round trips a year attached more importance to a Aequent Eyer 
program than did travelers who made 4-7 trips (p=.008) and travelers who made three or 
fewer trips (p<.0005). Travelers who made 8-18 round trips a year were also found to 
attach more importance to a Aequent Eyer program than did travelers who made three or 
fewer trips a year (p<.0005).
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Selection attributes
Mean
0-1
trip
2-3
trips
4-7
trips
8-18
trips
20-180
trips F
Convenient Eight time 5.1667 5.1429 5.4211 5.3654 5.4600 .457 .767
Few or no stop-overs 5.4074 5.5714 5.3026 5.0962 5.1800 .563 .690
On time 4.3889 4.5238 4.0526 4.1154 4.7600 1.018 .398
Many Eight options 3.5370 3.6667 3.1447 3.6538 3.3800 .719 .580
AircraA type 2.7407 2.5238 2.2237 2.2308 2.7000 1.014 .400
Free meal 2.1296 2.1786 2.0789 1.6154 1.8200 1.293 .272
Meal An sale 1.7778 1.4524 1.4605 1.1154 1.4600 2.479 .044*
Overhead storage 2.4815 2.7143 2.5789 2.5000 3.1800 1.054 .379
Legroom 3.6852 4.1190 3.9342 3.6346 4.3000 .838 .502
Seat width 3.2963 4.0595 3.8026 3.5577 4.1000 1.222 .302
Leather seat 1.4815 1.5714 1.6447 1.6923 1.8400 .508 .730
Movie 1.8148 2.0595 1.8816 1.5000 1.4600 1.832 .123
Music 1.9074 1.8690 1.6579 1.5192 1.4800 1.088 .362
Magazine/newspaper 2.0741 1.8810 1.6579 1.5000 1.3800 2.096 .081
TV 1.7222 1.8095 1.6842 1.6538 1.5600 .236 .918
Entertainment onboard 1.6296 1.8333 1.7237 1.4808 1.6200 .514 .725
Internet 1.4074 1.4167 1.6447 1.2885 1.4600 .768 .547
Airphone 1.4074 1.2857 1.3684 1.1923 1.3600 .488 .745
EfEcient reservaEon process 4.7778 5.2619 4.6184 4.8269 4.6400 1.283 .276
EfEcient check-in process 5.2222 5.3571 4.6447 5.0385 5.4000 1.631 .166
Safety record 5.2407 5.0357 4.6711 4.5962 4.6800 .892 .469
Security 5.0741 4.8929 4.2368 3.9615 3.7800 3.272 .012*
Ticket price 6.1481 6.1905 5.4868 5.8077 4.7400 7.060 .000**
Frequent Eyer program 3.3519 3.7738 4.5263 5.6154 5.8400 11.852 .000**
Image of good service 4.2963 4.4524 4.0789 4.6538 4.0400 .794 .530
RecommendaEon Aom others 3.1111 3.0000 2.4605 2.4231 2.3600 1.752 .138
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Good past expenence 4.4259 5 2143 4 9737 5.4615 5.0800 2.023 .091
Able to work during Eight 1.7963 1 8452 2 0921 3.2692 3.5000 11.436 .000**
HelpAil Eight attendants 3.5741 3 6905 3 1842 3.5769 3.7800 .768 .547
Helpful terminal staff 3.5926 3 6548 3 4079 3.4231 3.8800 .442 .778
Friendly flight aEendants 3.8519 3 9286 3 7105 3.6538 3.8600 .169 .954
Friendly terminal staff 3.7407 3 7143 3 6053 3.4615 3.7800 .180 .949
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Note: Likert scale l=least important to 7=most important; * p<.05. **  p<.0005
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Table 23 Test of Homoeeneitv of Vaiiances fbv Frequency of travell
Levene
StaEsEc dfl dfZ Sig.
Convenient flight time .377 4 311 .825
Few or no stop-overs .912 4 311 .457
On time 2.539 4 311 .040*
Many Eight opEons .553 4 311 .697
AircraA type 1.077 4 311 .368
Free meal 2.962 4 311 .020*
Meal for sale 8.604 4 311 .000*
Overhead storage 1.679 4 311 .155
Legroom .398 4 311 .810
Seat width .264 4 311 .901
Leather seat 1.710 4 311 .147
Movie 5.201 4 311 .000*
Music 3.249 4 311 .012*
Magazine/newspaper 5.726 4 311 .000*
TV .651 4 311 .627
Entertainment onboard 1.278 4 311 .279
Internet 2.312 4 311 .058
Airphone 1.391 4 311 .237
EfEcient reservaEon process 4.869 4 311 .001*
EEicient check-in process 1.394 4 311 .236
Safety record .718 4 311 .580
Security .465 4 311 .762
Ticket price 8.321 4 311 .000*
Frequent Eyer program 18.544 4 311 .000*
Image of good service 1.294 4 311 .272
RecommendaEon Aom others .883 4 311 .474
Good past experience 3.103 4 311 .016*
Able to work during Eight 11.085 4 311 .000*
Helpful Eight attendants .474 4 311 .755
Helpful terminal staE .271 4 311 .896
Friendly flight attendants .438 4 311 .781
Friendly terminal staE .303 4 311 .876
Note. * = Equal variance not assumed on .05 signiEcance level.
Travelers who made twenty or more round trips a year attached more importance to 
"being able to work during flight" than did those who made 4-7 trips a year (p=.003) and 
than did those who made fewer than three trips a year (p<.0005). Travelers who made 8-
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18 round trips a year attached more importance to being able to work during the Eight 
than did those who made 4-7 trips a year (p=.014) and more importance than did those 
who made fewer than three trips a year (p=.001).
Hypothesis 7- The important selecEon attributes will vary across the different gender 
groups.
Independent sample t-tests were run to determine gender group diEerences in 
percepEon of the importance of the 32 attributes. See Table 24 for test results. T-tests 
revealed staEsEcally significant differences between males and females on 12 of the 32 
attributes. "RecommendaEon Aom others" was rated as more important by the females 
(M=3.2769, SD=2.2654,p <.0005) than the males. The female also tended to rate 
security as more important (M=5.0538, SD=2.2145,p<.0005) than the males.
Females tended to rate the following attributes as more important than the males: 
fewer or no stop-overs (M=5.7769, SD=1.6437,p=.001), aircraA type (M=2.7462, 
SD=2.0660,p=.041), legroom (M=4.3538,SD=2.2649,p=.013), seat width (M=4.2000, 
SD=2.4125,p=.018), in-flight movie (M=2.0154, SD=1.7072,p=.037), 
magazine/newsp^er (M=1.9615, SD=1.7226,p=.016), safety record (M=5.3154, 
SD=2.0233,p=.003), Ecket prices (M=6.0154, SD=1.5350,p=.012), good past 
experiences (M=5.3538, SD=1.9001,p=.034). Males only rated "able to work during 
Eight" (M=2.6330, SD=2.0393,p=.010), higher than the females.
The author also noted that the two gender groups did not rate the following attributes 
equally important: "on Eme" (M=4.6692, SD=2.2183,p=.059), "many Eight opEons" 
(M=3.7692, SD=2.1729,;^.070), "in-Eight music" (M=1.9077, SD=1.6351,;;=.053), 
"efEcient check-in process" (M=5.4000, SD=1.9193,p=.054), "image of good service"
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(M=4.6000, SD=2.1516,/?=.084), helpful terminal staff (M=5.3.8308, SD=2.2964, 
p=.099), and "hiendly terminal staff' (M=3.9154, SD=2.2689,/?=.097). Compared with 
the males, the females rated noticeably higher the important of the above attributes. 
However, the null hypotheses were not rejected since it was not signihcant.
Hvpothesis 8: The likelihood of buying food onboard will vary across the different 
household income groups.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the six 
household income grmq)s in their hkehhood of buying food onboard. However, no 
signihcant (p=.396, OFO.05) difference was found among different household income 
groups. The author thus failed to reject the null hypothesis.
Hvpothesis 9: The likelihood of buying food onboard will vary across the different trip 
purpose groups.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the three 
groups of trip purpose in their likelihood of buying food onboard. However, no 
signihcant (p=.659, OF=0.05) difference was found. The author thus failed to reject the 
null hypothesis.
Hvpothesis 10: The likelihood of buying food onboard will vary across the companion of 
travel groups.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the Gve 
groups of companion of travel in their likelihood of buying food onboard. However, no 
significant (p=.651, o==0.05) difference was found. The author thus failed to rqect the 
null hypothesis.
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Table 24 Gender erouo difference in selection attributes
Selection attributes
Mean SD
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Male Female Male Female
t df
Convenient flight time 5.2340 5.3615 1.7788 1.7118 -.638 316 .524
Few or no stop-overs 5.0585 5.7769 2.1894 1.6437 -3.339 313.832 .001**
On time 4.1862 4.6692 2.2402 2.2183 -1.898 316 .059
Many flight options 3.3191 3.7692 2.1654 2.1729 -1.820 316 .070
Aircraft type 2.2926 2.7462 1.7412 2.0660 -2.050 245.909 .041*
Free meal 1.9202 2.1077 1.5509 1.6993 -1.019 316 .309
Meal for sale 1.4096 1.5077 1.0734 1.1223 -.787 316 .432
Overhead storage 2.6330 2.7231 2.0182 2.0155 -.392 316 .696
Legroom 3.7074 4.3538 2.2574 2.2649 -2.507 316 .013*
Seat width 3.5691 4.2000 2.2635 2.4125 -2.378 316 .018*
Leather seat 1.6543 1.6769 1.3924 1.4263 -.141 316 .888
Movie 1.6383 2.0154 1.3630 1.7072 -2.098 236.135 .037*
Music 1.5745 1.9077 1.2875 1.6351 -1.944 233.685 .053
Magazine/newspaper 1.5372 1.9615 1.2077 1.7226 -2.426 214.493 .016*
TV 1.6436 1.7615 1.4719 1.5341 -.690 316 .491
Entertainment onboard 1.6436 1.7231 1.4499 1.5046 -.473 316 .636
Internet 1.4840 1.4000 1.2895 1.0462 .616 316 .538
Airphone 1.2713 1.3846 .8375 .9913 -1.067 246.362 .287
Efficient reservation process 4.7394 5.0615 2.0790 1.9037 -1.406 316 .161
Efficient check-in process 4.9574 5.4000 2.0627 1.9193 -1.935 316 .054
Safety record 4.5798 5.3154 2.3581 2.0233 -2.977 301.592 .003*
Security 4.0532 5.0538 2.4901 2.2145 -3.763 296.713 .000***
Ticket price 5.5319 6.0154 1.8684 1.5350 -2.524 306.669 .012*
Frequent flyer program 4.3723 4.7000 2.5542 2.5294 -1.129 316 .260
Image of good service 4.1649 4.6000 2.2323 2.1516 -1.734 316 .084*
Recommendation &om others 2.3670 3.2769 1.9645 2.2654 -3.715 251.186 .000***
Good past experience 4.8670 5.3538 2.0783 1.9001 -2.126 316 .034*
Able to work during fli^ t 2.6330 2.0769 2.0393 1.7811 2.578 299.247 .010**
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Helpful flight attendants 3.4415 3.7462 2.0714 2.2936 -1.211 258.763 .227
Helpful terminal staff 3.4202 3.8308 2.0861 2.2964 -1.655 316 .099*
Friendly flight attendants 3.6702 4.0231 2.1390 2.3575 -1.387 316 .166
Friendly terminal staff 3.4947 3.9154 2.1779 2.2689 -1.665 316 .097*
Note. Likert scale l=least important to 7=most important; * =/?<.05, **  =/? ̂ 1 , * * *  = p<.0005, two-tailed
a
VI
Hvpothesis 11 : The likelihood of buying food onboard will vary across the 6equency of 
travel grotq)s.
ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if  there were differences among the ûve 
groups of frequency of travel in their likelihood of buying food onboard. However, no 
signiÊcant (p=.843, oM).05) difference was found. The author thus failed to reject the 
null hypothesis. It seems that the frequency of travel does not affect a passenger's 
intention to buy food onboard.
Factor Analysis
Before principle component analysis was performed, the author checked assumptions 
for norm^ty, linearity, absence of outliers among cases, absence of multicoUinearity and 
singularity, factorability of R and absence of outliers among variables.
Normality. Tabachnick and Fidell (2001, p. 74) pointed out that a variable with 
signiGcant skewness or kurtosis often does not deviate enough from normality to make a 
substantive difference in the analysis. This study has a fairly large sample size. The 
variables that this study used were based on published literature or the author's pilot 
study. Considering the above, the author performed no deletion of variables or 
transformation of them.
Linearity. With 32 variables, examination of all pairwise scatterplots (^rprox. 496) is 
impractical. Althoug î spot checks on a few plots did yield some scatterplots that were 
far from satisfactory, showing departure Gom linearity, there was no evidence of true 
curvilinearity. Transformations were not conducted.
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Outliers. The author ran descriptives in SPSS. Most variables are either constructed 
on a 7-point Likert scale, or based on a choice of a categorical answer. The only two 
variables that mig^t contain outliers are number of trips made in 2003 and length of trip. 
Number of trips has Gve missing cases, and a strong positive skewness (4.915). The 
signiGcance of skewness is evaluated by dividing it by standard error of skewness, i.e. 
2=35.88. The extreme case was a 180-round-trip in 2003, which had considerable impact 
upon the variable. However the author had an opportunity to conGrm this with the 
respondent and found that she was an extremely Gequent business traveler. This case 
was retained thou^ its departure Gom normality was obvious. The distribuGon also had 
signiGcant kurtosis (z=l 11.19). Length of trip had a skewness of .474 and kurtosis 
of .349, both of which were not signiGcant.
MulGcollinearity and singularity. In PCA, mulGcoUinearity is not a problem because 
there is no need to invert a matrix (Tabachnick and FideG, p. 74).
Factorabihty of R. The author ran correlaGon matrices among the 32 attributes and 
the results revealed numerous correlaGons in excess of .30 and some considerably higher. 
The Bartlett's test of sphericity showed a Chi-Square 6427.256, which was signiGcant 
on .05 level, revealing that the correlaGon matrix has sigruGcant correlaGons among at 
least some of the variables. This is a mode of determining the appropriateness o f factor 
analysis, though HaG, et al had cauGoned that increasing sample size causes this test to 
become more sensiGve (1998, p. 99). Kaiser's measure of sampling adequacy (MSA) 
was performed. An overall MSA was .893, much beGer than the meritonous .80 
recommended by HaG, et al (p. 90). This is also close to the .90 value recommended by 
SPSS (2000, p. 7-15), mdicating that the sample data were well-suited for factor analysG.
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Principle component analysis with varimax rotation was performed through SPSS 
data reducGon. Table 25 reports the varimax rotated factor loadings, eigenvalues, and the 
percentages of variance accounted for by the eight factors that emerged Gom the sample 
that this research used. With a cut of .50 for inclusion of a variable in interpretaGon of a 
factor, Gve of the 32 variables did not load on any factor. Variables were ordered and 
grouped by size of loading to facilitate interpretaGon.
Table 25
Factors Cronbach
«values
ExtracGon Sums of Squared 
Loadings
RotaGrm Sums of Squared 
Loadings
total
% of
variance
cumulaGve
% total
% of
variance
cumulaGve
%
1 .9083 10.559 32.997 32.997 4.490 14.030 14.030
2 .8512 3.053 9.540 42.536 4.015 12.548 26.578
3 .9637 1.683 5.260 47.797 3.827 11.959 38.537
4 .6337 1.498 4.683 52.479 2.465 7.702 46.239
5 .8001 1.359 4.246 56.725 2.175 6.798 53.037
6 .4015 1.284 4.012 60.737 1.718 5.368 58.405
7 .4883 1.083 3.385 64.123 1.619 5.059 63.463
8 -.0667 1.030 3.220 67.343 1.241 3.879 67.343
Since the variance was redistributed during the varimax rotaGon, the author used the 
rotated sum of squared loadings to Gnd out variances explained by the factors. AGer 
rotaGon, the entertainment factor explained 14.03% of the variance in the variables, 
followed by the efGciency factor with 12.55% of the variance explained. The last one is 
the Gcket price factor, explaining 3.88% of the variance. A ll eigbt Gctors account for 
67.34% of total variance. See Table 25 G)r the variance explained. Reliability analysis 
was conducted to provide infbrmaGon about the relaGonships between the individual 
attributes within each factor. The Grst Gve factors had a Cronbach a value of more
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than .600. However the Cronbach «vaines of the last three factors, especially the last 
one, were not promising. The author assumed that this was related to the number of 
variables loaded onto the factors.
A ll eight factors with an eigenvalue greater than 1.0 were retained because they 
represented important attributes. They explained 67.34% of the variance. Names were 
assigned to each factor based on the author's overall interpretaGon of the variables that 
loaded onto the speciGc factor, though variables with higher loadings were considered 
more important and had greater inqwrtance on the name selected to represent that factor. 
As indicated in the table, those items that loaded sGongly on Factor 1 represented the 
entertainment attribute. Factor 2 represented the efGciency attributes. Those items that 
loaded on Factor 3 reGected the service attributes Gom aGline employees. Factor 4 
maiiGy reGected the dining attributes. Factor 5 reGected the seating attributes on the 
aircraG. Factor 6 reGected the Gequent Gyer programs. Factor 7 reGected the scheduling 
attributes. Finally Factor 8 reGected the pnce attribute. See Table 26 for output. The 
author also observed that the high-ranking attributes tended not to load with many other 
attributes; for example, Gequent Gyer program, Gcket pnce and converuent flight Gme 
were each loaded with one other attribute on factors six through eight.
CommunaliGes were inspected to see if  the variables were well-deGned by the 
soluGon. CommunaliGes indicated the percent of variance in a variable that overlq)ped 
variance in the factors (Tabaclmick and Fidell, p. 637). The communality values for a 
number of variables were quite high and none of them were lower than .4, indicating that 
the variance of the variables are well accounted by the factors. See Table 27.
A  managerial overview of the e i^ t factors is provided in the next chapter.
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Table 26 Varimax Rotated Factor Loadings for the Airline SelecGon Attributes
___________________ Component______________
1
Entertainment .884
TV .863
Movie .811
Music .798
Magazine/Newspaper .714
k-Gight Internet .540
Safety record .784
Security .749
EfBcient reservaGon process .712
EGicient check-in process .706
Image of good service .542
On time
RecommendaGon Gom 
others
Friendly flight attendants .847
Friendly terminal staff .837
Helpful Gight attendants .836
Helpful terminal staG" .828
Free meal onboard .775
Meal for sale onboard .672
AircraAtype .584
Spacious baggage storage 
Many flight opGons
Seat width .721
Legroom .693
Leather seats .626
Frequent Gyer program .776
Able to work during flight .552
Good past experience
Convenient Gight time .788
Few or no stop-overs .689
Airphone .589
Ticket price ______________    -.581
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Table 27 CommunaliGes
Convenient Gight Gme
ExtracGon
.678
Few or no stop-overs .589
On time .511
Many Gight opGons .555
AircraAtype .491
Free meal .707
Meal for sale .580
Overhead storage .544
Legroom .790
Seat width .797
Leather seat .565
Movie .768
Music .771
Magazine/newspaper .683
TV .801
Entertainment onboard .841
Internet .605
Airphone .634
Efficient reservaGon process .639
EfGcient check-in process .686
Safety record .742
Security .761
Ticket price .518
Frequent Gyer program .659
Image of good service .603
RecommendaGon Gom others .442
Good past experience .548
Able to work during Gight .473
Helpful Gight aGendants .885
Helpful terminal staff .887
Friendly Gight attendants .893
Friendly terminal staff .904
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
IntroducGon
The previous chapter has presented the staGsGcal results of this study. These Gndings 
are discussed in this chapter in terms of their theoreGcal and marketing hnpHcaGons. 
Finally possible direcGons for future research are offered.
DescripGves and Attributes Rankings
The ranking of important selecGon attributes showed that Gcket pnce was rated as the 
most important attribute. This is consistent with the arguments ofDoganis (1991), who 
pointed out that a survey showed that North American residents attach unusual 
importance to pricing. Convenient flight thne, on the other hand, was rated as the most 
considered attribute when people choose an airline to fly. This Gnding agrees with the 
research results of Avmark AviaGon Economist/IAPA on the important factors in 
choosing an airline in the U.S. marketplace as cited by Gialloreto (1988). Ticket pnce, 
check-in service and FFP gained importance as an attribute for the travelers to choose an 
airline, compared with studies of the above two researchers. These rankings w ill be 
helpAil A)r the industry to understand travelers' preferences. It should be noted that 
rankings do change over time and they are influenced by many factors. Safety and 
security were both rated quite high in this study. This change might be due to the current 
security circumstances in the U.S. On the conGary food and beverage services onboard
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were rated very low. This ranking is diSerent than insights from McCool (1995, p. 55), 
who noted that some research shows that onboard fbodservice is the Afth or sixth most 
important airline selecGon factor that passengers consider. The author believes that this 
change has resulted from the reducGon in onboard food and beverage services in the past 
years, and that such changes have reduced the importance of fbodservice in influencing 
Gavelers' airline choice. Also dropped in ranking are atGtude of staff̂  frequency o f flights 
and aircraft type, compared with studies of Gialloreto and Doganis (1991). The airlines 
should market on attributes that are important for passengers. They should also know 
that importance rankings can be managed, seeing the change in onboard food and 
beverage services.
The descripGve analysis also yielded interesting results. Compared with the males, 
the female respondents were fbimd to be less inclined to disclose their income 
infbrmaGon. They also earned less money, and traveled less. AddiGonally the female 
respondents were fbund to be traveling more with family and were more likely to be on 
leisure/vacaGon trips than the males. No signiGcant difference was discovered in the 
intenGon to buy fbod onboard between the two genders.
This study also discovered 13 other factors that did not appear in the literature or the 
pilot study. They are airport served, connecGng opGons, airline's overbooking policy, 
ease of upgrade and ease of bonus use, employer preferred airline, seat selecGon/assigned 
seating, Grst class service, hometown carrier, baggage handling, type of people that Gy 
the airlines, commuincaGon re: delays, etc, Grst class perks, and cleanliness. They could 
be added as potenGal attributes fbr future research in this area.
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Analysis of SelecGon AGribntes
This sGidy did discover differences in die raGng of important selecGon attributes 
among the different traveler segments through hypotheses testing. Travelers on flights of 
more than two hours of flight length tend to care about "few or no stop-ovas" more than 
those travelers of less than two hours. Business travelers were fbund to rate "convenient 
flight time" signiGcanGy higher than did travelers visiting Giends and relaGves. This is 
explained by the fact that most VFR trips can be planned with adequate amount of time 
and shopping befbre departure, while the business travelers do not normally have those 
luxuries.
Ticket price was rated high by almost all respondents. However, there are differences 
among the segments. Travelers on flights of more than two hours of Gight length tend to 
care more about "Gcket price" than those travelers on flights that are less than two hours. 
Leisure/vacaGon travelers care about Gcket pnce more than business travelers do, since 
the leisure/vacaGon travelers normally pay fbr the trip out of their pocket, while business 
trips are paid by the companies. On the other hand, travelers with a household income of 
over $130,000 are less concerned about Gcket price than are travelers with a household 
income of less than $74,000, who obvious have less disposable income. Travelers who 
made more than 20 round trips a year do not care as much about Gcket pnce as travelers 
who made fewer than three, since travelers who make 20 round trips a year are probably 
business travelers, who are less price-sensiGve.
Frequent Gyer programs were rated as more important by the age group of 36-55 
years than the 18-25 age group, and this is different than the research results ofKaynak, 
Kucukemiroglu and Kara (1994). The author recommends that the airlines promote their
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FFPs in mature communiGes instead of such young community as universiGes. Those 
who made less than $34,000 cared least about FFPs, since they travel least GequenGy. 
Rating o f FFP had a lot to do with Gequency of travel. Travelers who made more than 20 
tnps cared about FFP more than those who made fewer than seven. Travelers who made 
between 8 and 18 trips cared about FFP more than those who made fewer than three. It 
seems logical that atGacGon of an FFP decreases as Gequency of trips decreases. The 
airlines should focus on the Gequent Gyers, who bring in most of the revenues. The 
airlines should oGer easy bonus use and easy upgrade G>r such travelers. Since these 
travelers care about being able to work during the flight, some form of business tools may 
be ofhelp.
Meals were fbund to be rated low in this study. However, length of flight does play a 
role in this rating. Travelers on flights of more than two hours of flight length tend to 
care more about "Gee meals" than those travelers on flights of less than two hours, since 
they are capGve in the cabin fbr a longer Gme. Leisure/vacaGon travelers were also fbund 
to care about Gee meal service more than the business Gavelers did. This is logical in 
that the vacaGoners are concerned about Gcket pnce and usually do not want to spend 
addiGonal money on aGline fbod. The cut in fbod by the aGline industry would not result 
in loss of more business travelers than leisure travelers, since the fbrmer do not care 
about aGline fbod as much as the laGer.
Travelers on flin ts  of more than two hours of flight length tend to care more about 
security than those travelers on flights of less than two hours. This might also be fbr the 
reason that they are conGned inthe aG thus more vulnerable fbr a longer time. Also 
security was rated as more important by females than males. Security is one of many
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attributes that females care about more than males. It seems that females are pickier than 
males in considering most service attributes.
The two genders rated many attributes signlGcantly différent. Interestingly females 
rated many attributes as more important than did the males: fewer or no stop-overs, 
aircraft type, legroom, seat width, in-flight movie, magazine/newspaper, safety record, 
Gcket pnces, good past experiences, on Gme, many flight opGons, in-Gight music, 
efGcient check-in process, image of good service, and Giendly terminal staff Males only 
rated able to work during flight higher than the females.
This study also discovered that the 26-45 age group cares about in-flight 
entertainment more than the 56-65age group. The author recommends that the airlines 
should promote their high quality in-flight entertainment m young communiGes. 
Leisure/vacaGon travelers were also fbund to care about onboard magazines/newspq)ers 
more than the business travelers, while business travelers seemed to care more about 
being able to work during the flight.
The likelihood of them buying fbod onboard was not fbund to be sigiGGcantly 
diGerent among the different traveler segments. Better segmentaGon criteria are sGll 
lacking in predicting the fbod purchasing behavior onboard an aircraG. However, the 
author did Gnd that many passengers were not aware of this service available onboard. 
The author recommends that the airlines provide fbod fbr sale of consistent quality and 
create return business Gom passengers who have patronized this service.
Eight factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were retained aAer the principle 
component analysis. These factors explained 67.34% of the total variance. The eight 
factors were assigned names based on the overall interpretaGon as well as the factor
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loadings of the variables. These factors are entertainment factor, efGciency factor, 
service factor, dining factor, seating factor, Gequent Gyer program factor, scheduling 
factor and Gnally the price factor.
The factors idenGfy eight perspecGves which U.S. domesGc travelers consider when 
choosing an aGline. They are a good fbundaGon fbr future studies. They help the aGline 
industry clearly idenGfy eight separate and distinct dimensions of the decision making of 
the passengers, when they choose an aGline. The Grst factor, termed 
relates to the tangible entertaining offerings on board the aircraG. The second dimension, 
labeled pertains to the image percepGons of the aGhnes' safety and efGciency
in operaGons. The third factor, termed .ygrvzcg, relates to the service quality of aGline 
staff This is the intangible side of the aGline service. The G>urth factor revealed dining 
needs of the passengers when they travel. The GGh factor was the seating factor, 
including seat width, legroom and leather seats. The other three factors, Gequent Gyer 
program, scheduling, and Gcket price, did not produce saGsfactory Cronbach a values in 
the reliability test. The factor analysis revealed the fact that the passengers do not select 
an aGline solely based on pnce. There are seven other important areas in which the 
aGlines can differenGate theG product and can thus possibly charge premium fare pnces. 
Business planners in the aGline industry can make strategic planning around a more 
manageable number of dimensions instead of having to deal with 32 variables.
LimitaGons
The m^or hmitaGon is that the current pracGce of the U.S. domesGc aGlines in 
cutting operating costs may affect travelers' percepGon of value. The lower-than-befbre 
quality that the mqor aGlines are offering in the cabin, combined with the emergence of
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the no-Gills aGlines, may decrease the perceived importance of aGline product features, 
including cabin offerings.
Las Vegas is a tourism and convenGon destinaGon. As observed in the results of this 
study, the leisure/vacaGon travelers are more price-sensiGve. Travelers to Las Vegas may 
not represent the whole populaGon of U.S. domesGc aGline passengers. Thus, there could 
be a generalizabüity limitaGoiL
RecommendaGons fbr Future Research
First, this study was conducted when the aGline industry was Gansfbrming itself by 
offering different service than in previous years. For example, in-flight fbodservices are 
sGU testing the concept of buying onboard. The passengers' views of service attributes 
are in the process of change. Longitudinal studies would be beneGcial to measure their 
atGtudes when the transfbrmaGon seGles down within the next few years.
Second, the powerGil influence of Gcket price was noted in this study. 
CommoditizaGon has fbrced the aGlines to diSerenGate themselves by competing on 
fares, which has hurt theG boGom line in the end. The author recommends that future 
study fbcus on measures that can effecGvely differenGate the offerings of the aGlines.
For example, how the marketing aestheGcs can be applied in aGline marketing.
Third, the author believes that it makes more pracGcal sense to differenGate musts, fbr 
example, safety and security, Gom saGsGers, fbr example in-Gight Internet access.
Fourth, it w ill also be useful to explore methodologies that can measure the power of 
the individual attributes. For example how much inGuence an attribute such as Gcket 
pnce, in-flight entertainment or convenient flight time has on a traveler's decision in 
aGline selecGon.
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Lastly, this study focused on the importance of attributes used in airline selection. 
Factors that determined the Gavelers' aGline selecGon may be different than such 
importance attributes; some kind of comparaGve study may be desired in the future.
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APPENDIX I
UNLV
Sodal/Behavloral IRB - Expedited Review 
Notification of Review
DATE: Jmniary 14,2004
TO: Dr. Audrey McCool
Food & Bevoege Management
FROM: Dr. Paul Jonca. Chair Pg
UNLV Social/Behavioral Sctencea Inadtutional Review Board
RE: Statua ofHumanSulgec: Protocol Entitled: Evalna(lmg*heAlrllu«aelecaom
behavior of the UÆ. Domeatic Travelera - am empMeal atndy OPRS# 0401 -1077
Thia inemotandum ia noliEcation Aat the protocol fbr the prigect referetwed above haa met &e 
critetia fbr exempdoo &om fbll commitlee review by &e UNLV Sodal/Bdwvioral Inatitutiaoal 
Review Board (IRB) aa iiwlicated in regulatory atatuea 45CFR 40.110. The protocol haa been
submitted through the expedited review process and has been approved contingent on submission of 
reviakoa aa fbEowa:
THIS IS REQUIRED:
Revise Risk section to iticlude minitual liak. There ia always lome risk, even if it jual (he nak of 
being embaraaaed fbr Slling iNit a survey.
THIS IS A SUGGESTION
Prdlndnary review of your queatxmnaire led the reviewer to auggeal changes to Ae fbrmsL While, 
Aia does not afkct human auhjecta safety (and ia Aerefbre not an IRB adpulalion), it may make your 
study more well-received by your larga papulation.
SUGGEST you awitdi Sum the 7 option Ukart-tM» scale m ()4 A a 5 optitm scale aa m QS. 
SUGGEST you refbmiat aectiim 2 aa it ia cutrmlly difBcidt A read and fbHow. Small type Aat ia 
close ttrgeAer ia hard A read even m good ofGoe HgbL The reviewer felt Aat the oonditiona under 
which the participants would he taking Ac study might make it even harder A read.
Please make Ae dianges hated and aulnnil a hardcopy A OMtS fbr review.
Ifytru have queatimis or require any aaaiatance, pleaaecontact the OfBce fbr the Protection of 
Research Sulgecia at OPRSHumanSiA)ecta@ccnnnljKvadaAdo or call 895-2794.
OtSmarSwPmWcaiaiiiinwwnih auqaclilOPas) 
tsosMmrwiidPwiiwr Boswioar 
Lmv«a«i.Nv »aia*.toar 
omoatTtmass r̂at Fmtroqasaoaoe
n i H smt, w im w wuii BuSdVo tor w a io a r
Em»#: OPRSHimnmnaiiW0 c lie ô c i ii« S J*i»d M d w  
wemaa: hapa*»mM«Wv.»dwmnw«liAPRW 
DËacaou#: CineumMapaa:
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APPENDIX n
January 5,2004
Dear Traveler:
My name is Zhuo Wang, and I  am a graduate student at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas. In partial fiilGIlment o f my Master of Science degree, I  am conducting research 
on the airline selection behaviors of U.S. domestic air travelers.
The piimaiy purpose of this study is to increase our understanding of passengers' airline 
selection behavior by exploring what selection factors are most important to different 
passenger groups. We seek to learn more about how the airlines can provide their 
domestic passengers with services that travelers really desire.
Would you please take a few moments to complete the attached 2-page questionnaire? 
Please either return it to the interviewer upon completion, or send it back in the self- 
addressed, stamped envelope. Please also make sure to sign on the space at the bottom of 
this page. This is a confidential and anonymous survey. You do not need to leave your 
contact information. However, your valuable input w ill help the airline industry improve 
its service to you and others.
Please be assured that your participation is voluntary and that you may decline to 
participate if  you wish. I f  you have any questions or want to receive a copy of the survey 
results, you may contact my professor. Dr. Audrey McCool, the OfBce 5)r Protection of 
Research Subjects or me at one of the addresses listed below.
I greatly ^preciate your time and assistance for academia and the airline industry.
Sincerely,
Zhuo Wang Dr. Audrey C. McCool
Master's Student College of Hotel Administration
University of Nevada, Las Vegas University ofNevada, Las Vegas
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4505 Maryland Parkway Box 456014
Box 456017 Las Vegas, NV 89154-6014
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-6017 (702) 895-3248
(702) 737-7745
OfBce for the Protection of Research Subjects 
University ofNevada, Las Vegas 
(702) 895-2794
Traveler: please put your signature below:
(Your Signature)
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Q l. Last year, how many domestic round trins have you made? _______ tnp(s).
Q2 Please recall your most recent domestic trip. Please answer
1) Departure airport:____________ ; Destination:____________ ; Stopped at _
2) The airline(s) flow n:.
3) Prim ary trip purpose:
0  Business trip 0  Leisure/vacation 0  visiting friends/relatives ©Other
Q3. Please indicate how important each of the following factors was to you, when you selected the above 
airline instead of others for yom most reca it trip . 1 being 'least imnnrtant" through 7 "exrremelv 
imTMTrtanf". and use N .A . (Not Annlicablel if  vou didn't consider that factor:
v«a
.  .  .  .  ________________
C o n v e m e n t  f l i g h t  t u n e
Thought fligbt would be on-tmie
of aircraft flown
' N .\ j
Food for sale ot&red on board--- ---- ----------------
Coiiifortable lenoom
"  X.A. I ' -'
Leather seat
.  _______________  .  _
Infhght music you like
InfhchtTV r-T~
Infhght Intemet access
Efficient réservation process 
Flight safety renutation
Ticket once
_____
Image of good service
Good past expmence with this airline
H elpM  m ^ t attendants
Fnendly fhght attendants
Othô  important hictors? Please specify:____
Q4. With whom did yon travd on that flight? 
@ Traveled alone 
@ Friends/colleagues
and.
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@ Only my spouse
© Family, no children younger than age 2 
@ Family, including a child/children younger than age 2 
@ O&ers
Q5. I f  you need to fly again, how likely are you going to choose the same airline?
Very ur îike'v ----------^  v er̂  likely
Q6. Gender? 0Male G Female
QTAge? @18-25 @26-35 @36-45 @46-55 @ 56-65 @ over 65
Q8. What's your annual household income before tax?
A  Less than $34,999
B. $35,000 to $49,999
C. $50,000 to $74,999
D. $75,000 to $99,999
E. $100,000 to $129,999
F. $130,000 and above
Q9. If  sandwiches or snacks were available to buy on board when you were hungry, what is the likelihood that you 
would buy Aem?
Very unlikely
QIO Which of the following best reflects your eating habits while flying?
© Eat whatever is offered Gee on board 
@ Eat in airport restaurants 
©  Pack my own 
@ Buy food on board
@ Buy in airport restaurants and bring on board 
@ Other, please specify:_________________________
Q ll. Today many domestic airlines are selling food on board. Please offer any comments you may have on this 
airline policy.
This is the end of the questioimaire. Thank you so much 6)r your cooperation!! !
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